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ABSTRACT 

Scholars have paid increased attention to the impact of social technologies 

on organizational communication but have yet to explore how their use has 

influenced organizational socialization, a process in which organizational 

newcomers transition into the organization. To fill this gap, this thesis investigates 

the use of social networking applications, a type of social technology, and its 

relation to three key processes in organizational socialization: information 

seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship development. Drawing on the 

concepts of affordance and paradox, this thesis examines how technological 

features and human factors such as mobile communication culture, technological 

frames of users, and organizational contexts shape processes of using social 

networking applications during organizational entry.  

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with Chinese organizational 

newcomers regarding their experience of using WeChat, the most popular social 

networking mobile application in China. Findings suggest that WeChat provides 

communicative opportunities that are otherwise not available in other 

communication platforms or channels. The participants obtain official and 

unofficial information from using WeChat. In addition to conventional, direct 

information seeking, the participants rely on persistence of information afforded 

by WeChat to indirectly access information. The participants seek information 

about identity expectations through indirect methods such as observation and 

experiment with their provisional identities using WeChat Moments. Details of 

mundane everyday work life and achievements are the most frequently mentioned 

content for identity construction. For workplace relationship development, the 

participants develop metaknowledge of their coworkers through browsing their 
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coworkers’ posts from WeChat Moments. WeChat work groups provide 

opportunities for newcomers to initiate and develop relationships with their 

coworkers with low social costs.  

Despite that WeChat provides lots of benefits, the participants describe 

WeChat as a problematic tool in that they could be trapped in paradoxical 

situations when they are concerned with engagement in organizational 

communication flows, construction of flexible identities, genres of professional 

communication enabled by WeChat, and blurred boundaries between professional 

and personal life. Dealing with these paradoxes provides opportunities for 

newcomers to learn technology culture of their organizations, reflect on their 

technological frames, and adjust their expectations and behaviors with respect to 

WeChat use. This technologically occasioned learning is an unexpected outcome 

of responding to the paradoxes of using WeChat during organizational entry. 

This thesis extends organizational communication research to provide an 

initial exploration of the use of social technologies in organizational socialization, 

uncovering how social networking sites and applications both enable and 

constrain information seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship 

development. It also provides insights into how various individual, interpersonal, 

and organizational factors influence the perceived affordances of social 

networking mobile applications and how these factors interact to shape the 

paradoxical user experience. With their wide adoption in the contemporary 

workplace, social networking sites and applications have huge potential to help 

newcomers transition into new organizations and have become an important 

aspect in organizational socialization. By learning and adapting to the norms of 

use for social networking sites and applications in new organizations and making 
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sense of paradoxes in their user experience, newcomers can begin to understand 

the technology culture of their new organization. This thesis argues that it is 

necessary to reconceptualize organizational socialization, taking into 

consideration distinctive processes enabled and constrained by social 

technologies, and to reflect upon how organizational tactics and the design of 

social technologies can help newcomers to learn, to adapt, and to thrive in their 

organizations.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Today, social technologies are widely adopted in organizations, which 

could alter, extend, and even transform communication and collaboration 

processes in the workplace (Bughin, Byers, & Chui, 2011; Bughin, Chui, & 

Martin, 2016; Keller, Moles, & Schaninger, 2018). Social networking sites 

(SNSs), as one type of social technology that has gained popularity in the past 

decade by enabling new communicative opportunities, have affected existing 

organizing processes such as knowledge sharing and management (e.g., Gibbs, 

Rozaidi, & Eisenberg, 2013; Leonardi, 2014), employee social capital (e.g., 

Huang & Liu, 2017; Utz, 2016), and organizational identification and workplace 

relationships (e.g., Francois, Hebbani, & Rintel, 2013; Sias & Duncan, 2018). 

SNSs have also introduced new organizing opportunities such as distributed 

teaming and open collaboration (e.g., Dabbish, Stuart, Tsay, & Herbsleb, 2012).  

Despite the growing scholarly interest in SNS use in the workplace, 

research is scarce on how SNS use influences organizational socialization, a 

process in which organizational newcomers transition into new organizations, 

even though several scholars have called for research on this topic (Fetherston, 

2017; Flanagin & Waldeck, 2004; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). Research in other 

fields has shown the potential of SNSs in helping people transition into new roles 

in their personal life by enabling self-identity construction (e.g., Chib, Malik, 

Aricat, & Kadir, 2014; Lingel, Naaman, & boyd, 2014), information seeking and 

resource requesting (Ellison, Gray, Lampe, Fiori, & Fiore, 2014; Westerman, Van 

Der Heide, Klein, & Walther, 2008), and interpersonal relationships initiation, 

maintenance, and development (Ellison, Vitak, Gray, & Lampe, 2014; Fox, 

Warber, & Makstaller, 2013; Sonja Utz & Beukeboom, 2011). Therefore, one can 
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argue that SNSs should also carry distinctive opportunities for organizational 

socialization.  

Filling the gap in the socialization and organizational communication 

literature, this thesis explores the use of SNSs for organizational socialization. 

Specifically, I focus on the use of WeChat, the most popular social networking 

mobile application in China (China Tech Insights, 2017; “WeChat’s world,” 

2016), by organizational newcomers who are fresh graduates and have worked in 

their organizations for less than six months. I choose to investigate WeChat 

because it is the most widely adopted SNS in China and a recent survey suggests 

that 90% of its users engage in work-related communication on the platform 

(China Tech Insights, 2017). More importantly, WeChat represents a next 

generation of social media that provides an integrative design incorporating one-

to-one and multi-sided messaging, social networking, mini-websites, and utility 

functions such as payment and booking services (Cheng & Nielsen, 2016). Such 

high integration of functions can enable many communicative opportunities for 

organizational socialization.  

In this thesis, I investigate the use of WeChat and its relation to three 

processes in organizational socialization: information seeking, identity work, and 

workplace relationship development. These three processes deal with self, 

instrumental, and social processes that are possibly enabled through using SNSs. 

Furthermore, I draw on the concept of affordance to understand how people 

perceive and use WeChat and the concept of paradox to examine how WeChat use 

may enable and constrain organizational socialization. These two concepts 

provide a theoretical lens to holistically investigate how human and technological 

factors shape the processes and outcomes of using WeChat for organizational 
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socialization. Specifically, in this thesis, I am interested in exploring how 

organizational newcomers draw on WeChat affordances for information seeking, 

identity work, and workplace relationship development, identifying paradoxes in 

these processes, and investigating newcomers’ responses to the paradoxes.  

I conducted interviews with Chinese organizational newcomers regarding 

their experience of using WeChat during their organizational entry. Findings 

suggest that WeChat affordances enable distinctive communicative opportunities 

for organizational newcomers to obtain official and unofficial information, 

experiment and construct new identities, and develop relationships with their 

coworkers. Newcomers also describe WeChat as a problematic tool in that they 

can become trapped in paradoxical situations when they are concerned with 

engagement in organizational communication flows, construction of flexible 

identities, genres of professional communication enabled by WeChat, and blurred 

boundaries between professional and personal life. Dealing with the paradoxes 

provides opportunities for newcomers to learn the technology culture in their 

organizations, reflect on their technological frames, and adjust their expectations 

and behaviors of WeChat use. This technologically occasioned learning is an 

unexpected outcome of responding to the paradoxes of WeChat use during 

organizational entry. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. I review the literature that 

informs the thesis and present three research questions in chapter 2. Chapter 3 

discusses the methodology and provides an overview of research methods adopted 

in this thesis, including sampling, in-depth interviews, and data coding processes. 

In chapter 4, I present findings from the interviews, illustrating how WeChat is 

used by newcomers for information seeking, identity work, and workplace 
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relationship development. I also explain four paradoxes identified in the use of 

WeChat for organizational socialization, factors associated with the paradoxes, 

and responses from organizational newcomers. Chapter 5 discusses theoretical 

and practical implications of this thesis as well as limitations and future 

directions.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, I first review research of organizational socialization and 

highlight the importance of studying newcomers’ experience of using 

communication technologies such as SNSs during organizational entry. I propose 

to focus on three processes in organizational entry: information seeking and 

learning, identity work, and workplace relationship formation and development, 

and provide a review of existing research on these processes. Then I introduce 

context of the thesis research. That is, I focus on the use of WeChat, a mobile 

publicly available SNS (PSNS) for work-related purposes. To comprehensively 

understand features and outcomes of using mobile PSNS in organizational 

contexts, I draw on the concepts of affordance and paradox. The concept of 

affordance provides a theoretical lens that takes into consideration of 

technological features and people’s perceptions of PSNS. The concept of paradox 

helps to understand contradictory outcomes of PSNS use that are shaped by both 

technological features and various human factors such as culture, technological 

frames of users, and organizational contexts. Based on the review of existing 

literature of both concepts, I discuss their relations to the three processes in 

organizational entry and propose three research questions.  

2.1 Organizational Socialization and Three Processes in Organizational 

Entry 

2.1.1 Definitions and Stages 

When a brand-new employee enters an organization to begin work, 

it is somewhat like a late arrival joining a party where he knows 

only a few people. .... He is an unknown quantity to many of them. 

They, in turn, are largely strangers to him. Each side, but 
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particularly the newcomer—who must adapt to a number of 

people, while they need adjust only to him—feels some sense of 

ambiguity.... From the individual’s point of view it is a time of 

stress, anxiety, and hope.  

Porter, Lawler, & Hackman 1975, p. 172-173 

Organizational socialization is “the process by which newcomers make the 

transition from being organizational outsiders to being insiders” (Bauer, Bodner, 

Erdogan, Truxillo, & Tucker, 2007, p. 707). Over the four decades, scholars from 

different fields, such as organizational behaviors, management, and 

communication, have been studying the process in which employees enter new 

organizations, make adjustment to their organizational roles, and become insiders 

of their organizations. Jablin (1984) first introduced organizational socialization to 

organizational communication research and since then, scholars in the filed have 

been investigating how communication plays a role in facilitating or undermining 

aspects in organizational socialization, such as information seeking (Fetherston, 

2017; Teboul, 1995), workplace relationship development (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 

2012), and membership negotiation (Dailey, 2016; Myers & McPhee, 2006). 

Scholars adopt developmental models and have identified that organizational 

socialization consists of four major phases: anticipatory socialization, 

organizational entry, metamorphosis, and exit (Feldman, 1976; Jablin, 2001; 

Kramer & Miller, 2014). Anticipatory socialization occurs before people enter a 

new organization. Through various sources (e.g., friends, parents, teachers, and 

media) and pre-arrival experience (e.g., internship and job fairs), job seekers seek 

for information and establish expectations and beliefs about jobs, occupations, and 

organizations (Dailey, 2016; Jablin, 2001; Vangelisti, 1988). Organizational entry, 
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or organizational encounter, refers to employees’ experience typically within six 

months after employment (Jablin, 1984). During organizational entry, employees 

usually feel a high level of uncertainty in many aspects of their work therefore, in 

addition to passively obtaining information from institutionalized and informal 

efforts from organizations and coworkers, they also actively seek for instrumental 

and social information to help them better understand their working environments. 

Metamorphosis describes a stage when newcomers become active, established 

members of organizations. Although this stage seems to refer to a stable state of 

employment, recent literature suggests that even for established members, they 

still have to deal with uncertainty and make sense of changes in organizations 

(Gallagher & Sias, 2009). Exit refers to a process in which people leave 

organizations, voluntarily or involuntarily.  

Another commonly used term, assimilation, describes a similar process, 

but I choose not to adopt this term in this thesis because the term is defined and 

adopted inconsistently by scholars. For example, Kramer and Miller (1999) 

suggested that assimilation includes socialization, a process in which 

organizations shape potential employees’ and newcomers’ experience and 

outcomes of entering organizations, and individualization, a process in which 

newcomers shape their roles and meet their personal needs while entering 

organizations. Other scholars, such as Jablin (1987), exclude the stage before 

potential employees joining organizations (i.e., anticipatory socialization) and 

suggest that assimilation include stages in which newcomers learn the ropes and 

take their roles in their organizations (i.e., entry and metamorphosis). This 

conceptualization is problematic because it overlooks the process in organizations 

affect employees before they officially join the organizations as well as individual 
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efforts in shaping outcomes of entering organizations (Turner, 1999; Dailey, 

2016). Therefore, to avoid conceptual confusion and following the predominant 

use of the term, I adopt organizational socialization over assimilation in this 

thesis. 

2.1.2 Focusing on Organizational Entry 

In this thesis, I focus on only one phase of organizational socialization: 

organizational entry. Newcomer experience during organizational entry is one of 

the mostly investigated topics in organizational socialization research (Kramer & 

Miller, 2014). The first six to twelve months of employment is seemingly the 

most intense phase to employees, primarily because they lack necessary 

information to understand their working environments, job tasks, and coworkers 

(Saks & Ashforth, 1997). Understanding how we can improve employee entry 

experience thus is an important research topic. Specifically, I pay attention to 

three processes in organizational entry: employee information seeking and 

learning, identity work, and workplace relationship development. These processes 

capture instrumental and social processes as well as individual and interpersonal 

dynamics during organizational entry. I choose these processes because they are 

major aspects studied by organizational scholars (Kramer, 2010; Kramer & 

Miller, 2014). More importantly, these processes are mostly likely to be affected 

by the introduction of communication technologies in organizations and 

organizational socialization (Fetherston, 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). 

Examining these processes would help to describe dynamics enabled by the use of 

communication technologies that may or may not be beneficial for organizational 

socialization, extend our understanding of the role of these technologies in 

organizational socialization, and bring management and SNS design implications. 
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It should be noted that in this thesis, I regard organizational socialization 

as a cyclic, rather than a linear, process. Although early research has suggested the 

four stages of organizational socialization, depicting a linear development in 

which organizational newcomers transition into organizations, recent studies have 

suggested a cyclic process in which employees constantly adapt to their 

organizations and job roles even after the organizational entry because of changes 

in job roles and working environments and contexts (Dailey, 2016; Pratt, 

Rockmann, & Kaufmann, 2006). Therefore, I adopt a cyclic view to investigate 

the three processes of organizational socialization, which means that I would not 

assume that there is a time point in organizational entry in which newcomers 

totally become insiders of their organizations. In other words, I do not focus on 

outcomes in this stage, such as effectiveness of socialization tactics and task and 

job clarity. Instead, my goal is to examine how newcomers in this stage use 

communication technologies and build mechanism-based explanations (Vaugham, 

2009) that connect newcomers, their actions in the use of communication 

technologies, and outcomes to shed light on how micro (newcomers), meso 

(groups and organizations), and macro (mobile communication culture) level 

factors shape the mechanisms.  

2.1.2.1 Information Seeking and Learning  

Past research has suggested that information seeking is associated with 

many positive employee outcomes, such as employees’ job mastery, role clarity, 

and their clear understanding of organizational culture (Morrison, 1993; Saks & 

Ashforth, 1997). These outcomes are commonly considered as indicators of 

successful organizational socialization (Feldman, 1976; Kramer & Miller, 2014; 

Miller & Jablin, 1991). Driven by motives of reducing uncertainty during 
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organizational entry, newcomers seek information that helps them become 

insiders of their organizations (Kramer, 2010; Saks & Ashforth, 1997). Some 

scholars term the information-seeking processes as learning (Kramer, 2010), 

which is an important element of organizational socialization. In the following 

review, I use information seeking and learning interchangeably to refer to the 

process in which newcomers passively and actively seek information to learn 

about anything related to their jobs, coworkers, and organizations. I primarily 

review types of information, sources, and strategies of information seeking during 

organizational entry.  

Regarding types of information, a seminal work on information seeking 

suggests that employees need to gain referent, appraisal, and relational 

information for successful socialization in organizations (Miller & Jablin, 1991). 

Scholars later expanded this typology to include more types of information and 

details of each type. For example, Chao, O’Leary-Kelly, Wolf, Klein, and 

Gardner (1994) highlighted that, during organizational entry, newcomers engaged 

in learning about their organizations, in addition to learning how to complete tasks 

and gain competency. Summarizing the literature on domains of learning and 

information seeking, Kramer (2010) suggested that newcomers need four types of 

information for successful socialization. First, newcomers need to know the 

expectations and norms of conducting tasks and how their performance is 

evaluated. Second, they need to know people in their organizations, including 

peers, managers, and other staff members. Third, they need to know their 

organizations’ history, norms, and culture. Fourth, they need to learn about 

politics and power relations in their organizations. In this thesis, I adopt this 

typology to explore how using communication technologies may alter 
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information-seeking processes that help newcomers to understand and adapt to 

their roles, tasks, the environment they are in, as well as the history and the 

present state of their organizations.  

Peers and supervisors are regarded as the most important sources of 

information seeking for organizational newcomers (Barge & Schlueter, 2004; 

Morrison, 1993). In addition to asking people in their organizations, newcomers 

also seek information by reading organizational documents, such as manuals and 

policies (Miller & Jablin, 1991). Beyond internal organization sources, 

newcomers may also seek information from friends and families (Teboul, 1995). 

Altogether, the above findings indicate that newcomers seek information from 

personal and impersonal sources both within and outside of their organizations. 

With the introduction of communication technologies, newcomers may be 

provided with new sources for information seeking and learning. Databases, 

online management systems, and social media are likely to become sources of 

learning for employees (Treem & Leonardi, 2012; Waldeck, Seibold, & Flanagin, 

2004). Scholars have just begun to explore uses of these technologies and their 

relations to organizational socialization (Fetherston, 2017) (see review in section 

2.4).  

As for strategies of information seeking, Miller and Jablin’s (1991) 

seminal work identified four types of strategies: active seeking (e.g., inquiring 

third party sources, asking questions), passive seeking (e.g., observation), 

interactive seeking (e.g., conducting disguising conversations), and testing. These 

strategies are similar to those identified in uncertainty reduction research (Berger, 

1987). However, as yet, research seems to have failed to capture how 

communication technologies may provide new opportunities for information 
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seeking in the context of organizational socialization, whereas research has 

proliferated in other contexts such as health-information seeking (e.g., Rains & 

Ruppel, 2013; Yeo & Chu, 2017). More importantly, as I will review in section 

2.4, scholars have identified information-seeking methods that are distinct from 

those identified in offline contexts. For example, the history of interaction among 

employees is now publicly available and searchable to newcomers on social 

media, which is otherwise unavailable in offline contexts (Treem & Leonardi, 

2012). How do newcomers seek information in a more digitally connected 

organizational environment? What kinds of information do newcomers seek 

online? What are the benefits and drawbacks of information seeking online? 

These questions remain to be answered.  

The above review suggests that in terms of information seeking, research 

on organizational entry relies very much on studies before the wide adoption of 

communication technologies by organizations. That is, the information seeking 

investigated mostly occurs offline. As communication technologies bring lots of 

action opportunities for information seeking that may not be available for 

employees in offline contexts and we have limited understanding on consequences 

of their use, an investigation is warranted with regard to online information 

seeking and its relation to organizational socialization.  

2.1.2.2 Identity Work 

Transitioning from outsiders to insiders, people experience identity 

changes during organizational socialization. They are likely to encounter 

questions from themselves and others, such as, “Who am I in this organization or 

profession and what is expected by my coworkers and organization?” and “How 

should I act?” Therefore, organizational socialization elicits identity work, or a 
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process in which people construct their identity through language and behaviors 

(Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Ibarra, 1999). Identity work is not only a self-

process in which people construct a sense of self but also a communicative 

process in which people discursively position themselves in their work and life 

(Wieland, 2010). 

Studying identity work can help us understand changes in self-perceptions 

during transition periods (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010). Ibarra (1999) described 

three stages in identity work: learning from role models, experimenting with a 

provisional self, and evaluating the experiments based on feedback. Resources for 

identity work can be found at both micro- and macro-levels. Micro-level resources 

come from individuals such as one’s perception of provisional (Ibarra, 1999) or 

ideal selves (Wieland, 2010). Marco-level resources can come from 

organizational and national discourses (Barrett & Dailey, 2018). People draw on 

these materials or discourse resources to construct their self-identities. People 

need to draw on role models and narratives in organizations (e.g., stories, mission 

statements, talks) from which they can experiment with their own identities and 

see if they fit based on a self-assessment of congruence between their desired 

selves and presented selves and feedback from others (Ibarra, 1999a; Sveningsson 

& Alvesson, 2003). An indicator of a successful transition is a stable identity 

narrative (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010). 

Identity work is an important aspect of organizational entry because 

newcomers need to define who they are in their organizations and in their 

professions. Research has suggested that identity work of newcomers is shaped by 

coworkers, organizations, and the newcomers themselves (Ashforth & Saks, 1996; 

Brown, 2015; Miscenko & Day, 2016). From organizations, newcomers obtain 
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information from structured, formal efforts such as orientation, training sessions, 

and team-building activities. Through the process of giving needed information to 

newcomers, organizations engage in the process of sensegiving in which they 

provide meanings of newcomers’ jobs and roles in the organizations. For 

organizations, they want newcomers to identify as part of the organization 

because such identification can help to improve organizational (e.g., participation, 

coordination, and employee citizenship behaviors) and individual outcomes (e.g., 

satisfaction and social validation) (Ashforth, Harrison, & Corley, 2008; Ashforth 

& Schinoff, 2016; Bartel, 2001; Durkerich, Golden, & Shortell, 2002). A recent 

review of identity work suggests that in organizational socialization research, 

scholars focus largely on role transitions under the influence of institutionalized 

efforts (Brown, 2015). An example from this line of research is from Ashforth and 

Saks (1996), who found that socialization tactics were negatively associated with 

role ambiguity and role conflicts.  

Recent research implies that identity work is not a linear process but a 

cyclical one (Pratt et al., 2006). Pratt et al. (2006) found that identity violation, or 

the perceived misalignment between what employees claimed themselves to be 

and what they did, provided an opportunity for identity work and triggered 

identity customization, after which they sought feedback and compared 

themselves with role models for social validation. The cyclical notion of identity 

learning and identity work highlights the importance of understanding 

organizational newcomers’ experience based not only on outcomes (e.g., role 

ambiguity and role conflicts) but also examining the processes through which they 

adopt and adapt their identities in socialization. 
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Organizational newcomers’ identity work is not only influenced by what is 

provided and experienced within organizations but those outside the boundary of 

the organizations. Prior experience (Dailey, 2016), nonwork identities 

(Ramarajan, 2013), and education experience (Bremner, 2012) are related to 

identification and identity work in organizations. This thesis focuses on 

organizational newcomers who have no prior work experience in their 

organizations and have just graduated from undergraduate or postgraduate 

programs (see Chapter 3). Little has been done to understand identity work during 

the period of time when recent graduates become work professionals (Bremner, 

2012; Brown, 2015). In one of the few exceptions, Bremner’s (2012) work on a 

fresh graduate’s transition into the role of a public relations practitioner suggests 

that prior learning experience in universities could have an impact on socialization 

experience. The academy could provide training on analytical skills to understand 

organizational culture and encourage reflection on the socialization experience.  

In sum, the above review suggests that when examining identity work in 

organizational entry, it is important to look at sources (within and outside of 

organizations) for identity work, occasions for newcomers’ identity learning and 

adaption, and the way people see and talk about themselves. This thesis research 

takes a cyclical view on identity work and acknowledges that identity work is a 

process in which newcomers back and forth construct and destroy their identities. 

In this view, I do not assume that there is a point that newcomers form stable 

identities.  

Scholars have recently acknowledged the impact of social media on 

employees’ identities. Sias and her colleague found that employees who followed 

and interacted with their companies’ Facebook pages or accounts were more 
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likely to have higher levels of organizational identification (e.g, Sias, 2017; Sias 

& Duncan, 2018). They argue that PSNS such as Facebook is a place where 

employees intertwine their personal identities and their organizations’ identities 

through interactions. This line of investigation is emerging, and we still know 

little with regard to how using PSNS could influence identity work.  

2.1.2.3 Workplace Relationships 

As people enter organizations, they start to establish relationships with 

their peers and managers. For organizational newcomers, coworkers are an 

important source for information and support during organizational entry. Much 

socialization research on workplace relationships has focused on the impact of 

overall network characteristics and different types of workplace relationships on 

socialization outcomes. For overall networks, Morrison (2002b) found that 

characteristics of a workplace social network are associated with socialization 

outcomes. Specifically, “newcomers with larger informational networks that cut 

across organizational units reported greater organizational knowledge, whereas 

those with denser and stronger informational networks indicated greater mastery 

of their jobs and greater clarity with respect to their roles” (p. 1156). The quality 

of workplace relationships is also found to be positively related to the amount and 

quality of work-related information as well as job satisfaction and job 

commitment (Sias, 2005). Both breadth and depth of workplace relationships thus 

have an impact on organizational socialization outcomes.  

The literature generally differentiates two type of relationships: peer 

relationships and leader-member relationships. As an early effort to understand 

peer relationships, Kram and Isabella (1985) found that an employee has three 

types of coworkers: information peers, collegial peers, and special peers. 
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Information peers mostly engage in task-information exchange; collegial peers 

share personal information and provide social support in the workplace; whereas 

special peers, like friends, are close not only at the workplace but also in personal 

life. Further research from Sias and Cahill (1998) suggested that workplace 

relationships grow deeper when coworkers became friends. Information exchange 

at the early stage of a workplace relationship is limited and relatively formal. Like 

interpersonal relationships in a person’s personal life, coworker relationships 

develop with increases in depth and breadth of self-disclosure and information 

exchange. At the workplace, people may constrain their social interaction and 

withhold personal information that is either irrelevant to job tasks (e.g., interests, 

hobbies, and political viewpoints) or not expected by organizational norms (e.g., 

discussing family issues with one’s manager). Zorn and Gregory (2005) studied 

male medical school students and found that friendship with peers played an 

important role in socialization because it provided socio-emotional support 

“making work enjoyable, creating a sense of comfort, and creating a sense of 

identity” (p. 228). Another kind of workplace relationship is the leader-member 

relationship. During organizational entry, one’s supervisor is also an important 

source of learning and adapting (Louis, Posner, & Powell, 1983; Miller & Jablin, 

1991). Leaders are regarded as representatives of the organizations, thus the 

quality of leader-member exchange could also influence perceptions of 

organizational culture and norms (Ferris et al., 2009). 

As employees’ communication media repertoire now includes digital 

media as important tools for coordination, it is necessary to consider how this 

changing repertoire influences workplace relationship dynamics. Communication 

technologies provide new opportunities and space for employee to interact. 
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Research on employees’ use of social technologies such as SNSs suggested that 

employees can get access to a broader organizational network, learn about their 

coworkers, and gain and leverage online social capital from their coworkers 

(Gibbs, Eisenberg, Rozaidi, & Gryaznova, 2015; Gonzalez, Leidner, 

Riemenschneider, & Koch, 2013; Leonardi, Huysman, & Steinfield, 2013; Huang 

& Liu, 2017). This line of investigation is still at its nascent stage with lots of 

unanswered questions.  

Employees today have to manage mixed-media relationships (Parks, 2017) 

with their coworkers. Parks (2017) used the term mixed-media relationships to 

describe the fact that “social relationships are increasingly conducted using a 

rapidly evolving portfolio of mobile and Internet-based media” (p. 505), which 

brings many challenges to relationship development and management. First, 

people need to manage their availability to others as communication technologies 

may lead to interruptions to daily routines (e.g., Garrett & Danziger, 2007; 

Rennecker & Godwin, 2003). Second, managing relationships using various 

digital media may pose challenges to impression management. For example, 

social media may increase visibility of content (e.g., activities outside of the 

workplace and availability at work) that is otherwise not available to third parties 

in face-to-face settings (Birnholtz, Dixon, & Hancock, 2012; Erhardt & Gibbs, 

2014). Third, people managing mixed-media relationships may need to regulate 

closeness and distance from their contacts. As communication technologies such 

as SNSs facilitate openness in communication and offer new opportunities for 

relationship investment through signaling care and attention (e.g., Ellison, Vitak, 

Gray, & Lampe, 2014; Lin & Utz, 2015), it is likely that people need to manage a 

dialectic tension of closeness and distance and to deal with autonomy and privacy 
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concerns. Parks’s (2017) review provides a lens to aid in understanding workplace 

relationships in new-media rich environments. Upon organizational entry, 

newcomers establish mixed-media relationships with their coworkers. How do 

they learn to coordinate with their coworkers in such relationships? What are the 

new opportunities that social media offer for newcomers to initiate and develop 

workplace relationships? What are their concerns regarding online impression 

management? How do they negotiate distance and closeness with their coworkers 

online? These broad questions guide my thesis research.  

2.1.3 Communication Technologies and Organizational Socialization 

Research on the use of communication technologies in organizational 

socialization has largely focused on how people seek information regarding 

organizations prior to and after joining the organizations (see Fetherston, 2017 for 

a review). Indeed, information seeking is motivated by the intention to reduce 

uncertainty. As previously mentioned, newcomers face lots of uncertainty during 

organizational socialization, so they need to seek information to understand their 

jobs, coworkers, and organizations. Communication technologies provide 

convenience and new opportunities for information seeking (Vitak & Ellison, 

2012; Westerman, van Der Heide, Klein, & Walther, 2008), thanks to their 

affordances such as information persistence and content and contacts associations 

(Treem & Leonardi, 2012). However, scholars have yet to fully explore the 

impact of communication technologies on organizational socialization 

(Fetherston, 2017). Likewise, Treem and Leonardi (2012) pointed out that we 

should pay more attention to how using social media can affect processes of 

organizational socialization such as learning, people processing, and workplace 

relationship formation. 
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Beyond information seeking, organizational socialization actually 

encompass processes such as building and maintaining relationships with 

coworkers and leaders, learning, and identity work (Cooper-Thomas & Anderson, 

2005; Saks, Gruman, & Cooper-Thomas, 2011; Woo, Putnam, & Riforgiate, 

2017). However, research has yet to uncover how newcomers use the content to 

construct and show their identities (Pratt et al., 2006). In addition, as social media 

become an important source of information for identity learning and sensemaking 

during transitional events in people’s everyday lives (e.g., Davis, 2012; Morioka, 

Ellison, & Brown, 2016), little is known regarding how organizational newcomers 

use social media, especially SNSs, to conduct identity work and develop 

workplace relationships during organizational socialization. Table 1 presents 

some possible areas for further research in the processes of organizational 

socialization.  

The goal of this thesis is to expand our understanding of newcomers’ 

experience of using communication technologies during their organizational 

entry. It investigates the role of social media as a source for information seeking, a 

space for identity work, and as a tool for coordination and relationship 

development. In this thesis research, I specifically focus on one kind of social 

media, mobile PSNSs, and its use in organizational entry. Next, I introduce SNSs 

and their mobile applications and my research context. 
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Table 1. Three processes in organizational entry and areas for further research 

Processes Areas for Further Research 

Information  

Seeking 

• How do newcomers seek for information in a more 

digitally connected organizational environment?  

• What kinds of information are sought for online by 

newcomers?  

• What are the benefits and drawbacks of information 

seeking online?  

Identity Work • How do social media provide a new channel for 

sensegiving from organizations?  

• How do newcomers present themselves online and what 

are their concerns?  

• How social media provide a source for identity learning 

and construction? 

Workplace  

Relationships 

• How do newcomers learn to coordinate with their 

coworkers in mixed-media relationships?  

• What are the new opportunities offered by social media 

for newcomers to initiate and develop their workplace 

relationships?  

• What are their concerns in online impression 

managements?  

• How do they negotiate distance and closedness with 

their coworkers online? 
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2.2 Social Network Site and Mobile Applications  

In this section, I introduce SNSs and their mobile applications and 

contexts of this thesis research. Specifically, I introduce two kinds of SNSs: 

ESNS and PSNS. As my research focuses on a mobile SNS, I also draw on mobile 

communication scholarship and introduce integrative designs of mobile SNS and 

instrumental and expressive processes enabled by such design (e.g., Cui, 2016; 

Ling & Lai, 2016; Ling & Yttri, 2002; Yu, Huang, & Liu, 2017). Finally, I 

introduce WeChat, a mobile PSNS that is widely used in China for work-related 

purposes. 

2.2.1 Enterprise Social Network Sites and Public Social Network Sites 

According to boyd & Ellison (2008), a SNS should at least have three key 

features: (1) identifiable profiles constructed by users and the system; (2) 

articulation of connections available to others; and (3) streams of user-generated 

content. This definition is based on observations of PSNSs, a kind of SNS that can 

be used by anyone. In organizational communication research, scholars have been 

paid much attention to ESNSs, platforms that have similar functions of PSNSs but 

are implemented and used within organizations. Although ESNSs share similar 

characteristics with PSNSs, they can be distinct from PSNSs in users’ behaviors, 

network compositions, design, audience, and goals of use (Ellison, Gibbs, & 

Weber, 2015).  

One clear distinction between an ESNS and a PSNS is network 

composition. People usually manage multiple types of social connections (e.g., 

family members, colleagues, classmates) on PSNSs, a phenomenon called context 

collapse (boyd, 2008; Marwick & boyd, 2011), whereas on ESNSs, people usually 
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only connect with their coworkers. This compositional difference may result in 

differences in user behaviors, such as self-presentation (Ellison et al., 2015).  

Existing knowledge of SNS use in the workplace has developed mostly 

from research on ESNSs. As employees are increasingly connecting with their 

coworkers on PSNSs (Pew Research Center, 2016), it has become more important 

to understand how it could influence organizational communication processes 

such as organizational socialization. Examining PSNS use for organizational 

socialization is important because it will provide insight into how it can better 

help newcomers to successfully socialize into new organizations and shed light on 

social media design to improve user experience. More importantly, as public press 

and trade literature has been documenting problematic uses of PSNSs in 

organizational contexts (“Are you afraid that WeChat has become a tool for 

work?” 2016; Huang, 2016; Pew Research Center, 2016), research is needed to 

understand the benefits and drawbacks of using PSNS for work. In this thesis, I 

focus on WeChat, a widely adopted mobile PSNS that is used in China for work-

related purposes. In addition to the functions described above, WeChat is also an 

instant messenger. Therefore, I also review mobile communication research and 

describe the integrative design of new generation of instant messengers on 

smartphones to better understand the processes enabled by this function. 

2.2.2 Mobile Social Network Site Applications 

Mobile communication technologies are widely used for work-related 

purposes nowadays, which enhances connectivity among employees (Mazmanian, 

Orlikowski, & Yates, 2013), improves work engagement and job satisfaction 

(Fujimoto, Shahriar, Sekiguchi, & Sugianto, 2016; Sheer & Rice, 2017), and 

enables distributed, flexible work arrangements (Fonner & Roloff, 2012; 
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Leonardi, Treem, & Jackson, 2010). An important function that is integrated to 

mobile PSNS is instant messaging service. Instant messaging affords seamless, 

near synchronous interactions among employees at individual and group levels. 

Prior research suggests that, being used in mainly collaboration tasks (Pazos, 

Chung, & Micari, 2012), instant messaging supports copresence of employees, 

facilitates informal knowledge exchange (Davison, Ou, & Martinsons, 2013), and 

enables employees to check availability of their coworkers with little efforts 

(Nardi, Whittaker, & Bradner, 2000). Instant messaging thus increases 

connectivity among employees and is found to facilitate workplace relationships 

development and improve communication quality and job satisfaction (e.g., 

Davison, Ou, Martinsons, Zhao, & Du, 2014; Ou & Davison, 2015; Dahlberg, 

2005; Quan-Haase, Cothrel, & Wellman, 2005). 

Incorporating instant messaging services with mobile technologies such as 

smartphones, mobile instant messenger (MIM) emerges as a new communication 

tool and is increasingly popular among employees. Surprisingly, little research has 

been done to explore MIM use for work-related purposes. In one of the few 

exceptions, Li and Lin (2016) found that Chinese employees used MIMs to keep 

updated of company events, communicate with colleagues, and perform work-

related tasks. Another exception is from Sheer and Rice (2017), who found that 

MIM use among real estate agents in Hong Kong contributed to their online social 

capital, job performance, and job satisfaction. As an emerging line of 

investigation, research to date on MIM has only focused on patterns of MIM use 

(e.g., frequency of use, number of contacts per day, and types of tasks) and its 

impact. However, as the new generation of MIMs on smartphone provides wide 

functionality that supports multimedia messaging in dyadic and multisided 
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interactions (Ling & Lai, 2016), it is necessary to consider how MIMs provide a 

new means of communication for work-related purposes beyond only examining 

the use patterns. Two concepts are useful here to help to understand processes 

enabled by the new generation of MIM. They are microcoordination (Ling & Lai, 

2016; Ling & Yttri, 2002) and connected presence (Licoppe, 2004).  

Developed by Ling and Yttri (2002), microcoordination suggests that 

mobile phones are used in people’s daily life to “work out everyday logistics, to 

‘soften’ schedules, and to iteratively coordinate social interaction” (Ling & Lai, 

2016, p. 3). Now, as MIMs introduce more functions such as group 

communication and searching functions, recent work updates our understanding 

of microcoordination. For example, Ling and Lai (2016), based on interviews with 

WhatsApp users, found that new generation smartphone apps enabled multisided 

group communication, through which people could plan ad-hoc activities easily. 

They also identified that the way that people engage in meme-based coordinations 

where people rely on each other and draw on the collective memory of MIM 

groups to continuously participate discussion and coordination. Meme-based 

coordination is similar to Bertel's (2013) concept of flexible alignment, which 

describes that MIM users can check out information in a flexible manner that is 

irrespective of time and place.  

In addition to describing instrumental processes using MIMs, Ling and Lai 

(2016) also highlighted that MIMs could afford continuous dyadic and multisided 

conversations. This aspect of microcoordination taps into the social processes 

enabled by MIMs, similar to what is demonstrated by the concept of connected 

presence (Licoppe, 2004). Licoppe (2004) argues that using mobile services, 

people can engage in continuous conversations with their partners who are 
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geographically separate, which results in the connected presence of the partners in 

the relationships. Recent MIM research using this concept suggests that MIM 

users draw on the flexibility of modality switching and the richness of 

communication cues to achieve a higher level of connected presence so that they 

can better maintain close relationships with people who are not collocated (Cui, 

2016; Yu et al., 2017). Supporting and extending these studies, Ling and Lai 

(2016) suggest that microcoordination using MIMs could enable connected 

presence beyond two but a group of people, creating pervasive group awareness 

(Hampton, 2016). 

Some existing studies, although not directly related to MIM use, provide 

important insights into microcoordination in professional contexts. For example, 

Hislop and Axtell (2011) studied service engineers’ use of mobile phones. They 

found that, as employees that frequently traveled to different clients’ sites, 

engineers stayed connected with their coworkers communicating not only work 

but also non-work issues using mobile phones. Mazmanian et al. (2013) reported 

that mobile email device usage increased knowledge professionals’ availability 

and commitment to their colleagues and clients, which contributed to an 

emergence of organizational norms and expectations of accessibility. Stephens 

(2012) found that using mobile devices can help employees to be readily 

accessible to others thus facilitating multicommunication during organizational 

meetings. Taken together the above findings, the connected presence may 

facilitate work engagement, coworker relationship development, and multitasking 

in organizational contexts. 

Microcoordination conceptualizes how functionality afforded by MIMs 

can benefit coordination and relationship development. However, MIMs use may 
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also bring challenges. Although using MIMs can facilitate group communication, 

people may find it difficult to follow conversations in the groups and reach 

conclusions (Ling & Lai, 2016). Also, it is evident that in organizational contexts, 

people engage in strategic presence management (Birnholtz, Dixon, & Hancock, 

2012; Gibbs, Rozaidi, & Eisenberg, 2013), which means that sometimes people 

do not want to show their availability to others so that they can manage their time 

and attention more easily with fewer interruptions. In Nardi et al. (2000)’s study, 

users of an instant messenger were found to manage conversational availability 

and negotiate presence at work. Similarly, Licoppe et al. (2014) argue that instant 

messaging promotes asking quick questions, a communication genre that can 

benefit microcoordination, and yet such genre may be counterproductive as those 

who are sought for help may spend much time and sacrifice autonomy of work by 

answering the quick questions.  

Having reviewed research on SNS and mobile communication, I now turn 

to introduction of WeChat, the mobile PSNS I investigate in this thesis research.  

2.2.3 Using WeChat for Work in China 

WeChat is a mobile PSNS application that integrates functions of MIMs 

and SNSs. What distinguishes WeChat from other similar MIM applications such 

as Line and WhatsApp is that WeChat is famous for its “all in one place” design 

(Cheng & Nielsen, 2016). Starting as an instant messenger, WeChat provides 

functions of multimedia instant messaging, by which users can send text/voice 

messages, pictures, videos, and files to another user or a group of users. It also 

provides a SNS function called Moments. Through Moments users can post 

original content (e.g., texts, photos, and video clips) as well as content shared 

from other websites. In addition to the above-mentioned functions that support 
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social interactions, WeChat also provides a platform for organizations and 

individuals to manage mini-websites called “official accounts”. Users can 

subscribe these accounts and receive updates or interact with the organizations 

and the individuals.  

WeChat shares similarities in functions with the social media mentioned 

previously. For example, a WeChat user can have a profile which includes a 

name, profile picture, and a short introduction. On Moments, people can post texts 

and pictures and users can browse a stream of content which includes posts from 

their contacts. However, on WeChat, users can not get access to information of 

their contacts’ network. In other words, their connections’ networks are not 

articulated in features such as Friend list of Facebook or Follower list of Twitter. 

Users, though, can be aware of mutual connections from interactions on Moments. 

If two users are connected, they can see and interact with each other on a post 

from a third user who are connected with both of the users.  

The integrative design may further facilitate connectivity among users and 

lead to unexpected outcomes such as surveillance. For example, Yu et al. (2017) 

found that parents constantly checked their children’s life status through sending 

private messages and reading their posts. To resist such surveillance, children 

regulated their behaviors such as posting only positive content on Moments. Such 

unexpected outcomes may also be the case for work-related use of WeChat. Using 

WeChat for work brings challenges to working adults in China, which is evident 

in reports from popular press discussing issues related to using WeChat for work 

(e.g., Huang, 2016; "WeChat's World", 2016). These articles highlight that 

employees worry about control from organizations when they add their managers 

to WeChat.   
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In addition, WeChat users usually connect with people from various 

aspects of their life. Therefore, people face a collapsed context (Marwick & boyd, 

2011) on WeChat, which may bring concerns of connectivity. Research suggests 

that diversity and specificity of user groups results in difficulty of managing 

expectations of responsiveness and accessibility (Matusik & Mickel, 2011). That 

is to say, when an MIM user connects to diverse user groups, they may feel more 

pressure managing communication using the application and have boundary 

concerns. As for specificity, it is suggested that when users connect to 

communities (e.g., chat groups of teams, departments, and organizations) rather 

than specific users (e.g., peers, managers, and clients), they feel more stressed to 

manage expectations because it is harder to predict expectations. Similarly, on 

WeChat, we would expect that employees may need to manage expectations of 

responsiveness and accessibility and encounter difficulties when they wish to 

connect to a group of users while disconnect with another group. Also, as 

previous research on mobile communication in China suggests, in contrast to their 

western counterparts that only use mobile phones to maintain a narrow network of 

friends and family members, Chinese users manage an open network of contacts 

thus develop distinctive interaction rituals that feature contextualized mobility, 

meaning that, through using mobile phones, “Chinese users regulate social 

distance with their complex social relations ” (Yuan, 2012, p. 222). 

Academic research on WeChat is proliferating. To date, scholars have 

examined adoption of WeChat (Huang & Zhang, 2017; Lin & Li, 2014) and uses 

of WeChat for close relationship management (Cui, 2016), political participation 

(Chen, 2016), corporate public engagement and marketing (Chen, 2017; Lien & 

Cao, 2014), and grassroots movements (Wang & Gu, 2016). These studies suggest 
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that WeChat enables multimodal communication that can benefit maintenance and 

development of relationships with strong ties. The integrated design of features of 

WeChat that allow easy information dissemination, synchronized one-to-one 

and/or many-to-many communication, and interactive interface of public accounts 

can facilitate engagement with certain content and collaboration at interpersonal, 

group, and organizational levels.  

While WeChat is mainly used in people’s personal life, there is evidence 

suggesting that it is also used in professional contexts. Trade literature and public 

press have documented an emerging trend of using WeChat for work-related 

purposes. A recent survey from Tencent suggests that around 90% of WeChat 

users engage in work-related activities on the platform, engaging in internal 

communication, professional networking, and knowledge sharing and learning 

activities (China Tech Insights, 2017). Although much has been done to explore 

MIM use for work, we still know little with regard to how MIMs with high 

integration of functions such as WeChat can contribute to instrumental and social 

processes in organizational contexts.  

WeChat can be distinct from the above technologies because of its 

integrative design. Firstly, the integrative design may further facilitate 

connectivity among users and lead to unexpected outcomes such as surveillance. 

For example, Yu et al. (2017) found that parents constantly checked their 

children’s life status through sending private messages and reading their posts. To 

resist such surveillance, children regulated their behaviors such as posting only 

positive content on Moments. Such unexpected outcomes may also be the case for 

work-related use of WeChat. Using WeChat for work brings challenges to 

working adults in China, which is evident in reports from popular press discussing 
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issues related to using WeChat for work (e.g., Huang, 2016; "WeChat's World", 

2016). These articles highlight that employees worry about control from 

organizations when they add their managers to WeChat.   

Secondly, WeChat users usually connect with people from various aspects 

of their life. Therefore, people face a collapsed context (Marwick & boyd, 2011) 

on WeChat, which may bring concerns of connectivity. Research suggests that 

diversity and specificity of user groups results in difficulty of managing 

expectations of responsiveness and accessibility (Matusik & Mickel, 2011). That 

is to say, when an MIM user connects to diverse user groups, they may feel more 

pressure managing communication using the application and have boundary 

concerns. As for specificity, it is suggested that when users connect to 

communities (e.g., chat groups of teams, departments, and organizations) rather 

than specific users (e.g., peers, managers, and clients), they feel more stressed to 

manage expectations because it is harder to predict expectations. Similarly, on 

WeChat, we would expect that employees may need to manage expectations of 

responsiveness and accessibility and encounter difficulties when they wish to 

connect to a group of users while disconnect with another group.  

In this section, I review research on SNSs and mobile communication in 

organizational contexts. In summary, research suggests that mobile social 

technologies such as mobile PSNSs bring new forms of communication (e.g., 

multi-sided group communication at any time and place) that may alter important 

organizational processes (e.g., task coordination). More importantly, using 

smartphone-based PSNSs seems to bring both benefits (e.g., flexible work 

arrangements) and challenges (e.g., blurred work-life boundaries) to employees. 

To holistically examine mobile PSNS use for work, I adopt an affordance 
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perspective and focus on paradoxical outcomes of PSNS use. In what follows, I 

introduce these two perspectives.  

2.3 Theoretical Perspectives of Social Network Sites 

2.3.1 Affordances 

In this thesis, I adopt an affordance perspective to understand SNSs and 

their use. The concept of affordance was first introduced by James Gibson. In his 

book, The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception, Gibson (1986) argued that 

when people look at an object, they think about what they can do with the object, 

or the affordances of the object. Different individuals may see a similar set of 

features of an object (e.g., color and texture) but they may perceive different 

affordances of the same object. The affordance perspective then deals with 

people’s perception of the action possibilities of objects. An affordance describes 

the objective characteristics of an object (e.g., functions, appearance) and 

subjective usage of it (Gibson, 1986; Hutchby, 2001). This suggests that 

affordance is a relational concept. That is, an affordance is neither a property of 

people nor a feature of an object. Rather, it connects people and objects in a way 

that considers the features and meanings attached to the features of an object and 

does not privilege any one aspect (Evans, Pearce, Vitak, & Treem, 2017; Treem & 

Leonardi, 2012). Therefore, by adopting an affordance perspective to study 

technology use, I investigate both material features of technology and user factors 

(e.g., characteristics of users and contexts of use) and how they shape users’ 

understanding of action possibilities enabled by technologies and their actual 

behaviors.  

Communication scholars have previously adopted the concept of 

affordance to study uses of communication technologies, particularly social 
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media, and outcomes. Social media affordances are explored in existing literature 

with regard to their relations to social capital processes (e.g., Ellison & Vitak, 

2015), digitally mediated social interactions (e.g., Abeele, Schouten, & Antheunis, 

2017; Fox & McEwan, 2017), and organizational communication processes (e.g., 

Gibbs et al., 2013; Leonardi, 2013). In studies of social media use in 

organizational contexts, research focused primarily on technology affordances and 

organizational change (e.g., Leonardi, 2013; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; 

Zammuto, Griffith, Majchrzak, Dougherty, & Faraj, 2007) and online knowledge 

sharing and management (e.g., Erhardt, Gibbs, Martin-Rios, & Sherblom, 2016; 

Gibbs, Rozaidi, & Eisenberg, 2013; Majchrzak, Faraj, Kane, & Azad, 2013). 

Although debates about what is an affordance and how we can use this concept as 

a theoretical lens in technology use research are ongoing (Evans et al., 2017; 

Feaster, 2010; Nagy & Neff, 2015; Parchoma, 2014), scholars recently provided 

an explication of the concept of affordance in communication research. In this 

thesis, I follow recommendations from Evans et al. (2017) to understand and 

apply affordances. According to their explication, we need to follow a set of 

threshold criteria to assess a proposed affordance. First, an affordance is neither 

an object nor an object’s feature. For example, in social media, photo tagging is 

not an affordance because it is a feature of the platform. An affordance that is 

likely to be related to the photo tagging feature is visibility. Through photo 

tagging, a person’s offline activity may become visible to other users of the social 

media. Second, an affordance is not an outcome, but it can lead to multiple 

outcomes. Knowing about social media connections’ offline activities is an 

outcome from the affordance of visibility of offline activities, but the same 

affordance can lead to unwanted disclosure of offline activities. Third, an 
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affordance has variability. Again, using the example of visibility, people may 

perceive different levels of visibility while using different social media. A SNS 

that provides a photo-tagging feature may be perceived as having a higher level of 

visibility than those without the feature. This criterion suggests that people may 

perceive action possibilities enabled by a technology differently. Social media 

provide an affordance of content visibility, and yet people may perceive the 

visibility affordance differently. Users may learn and realize this affordance 

through their user experience (e.g., learning that a photo uploaded to Facebook is 

viewed by an unexpected user) or through clues provided by social media 

designers (e.g., Facebook alerts users that their photos can be accessed by any 

other users in photo uploading features).  

Communication research has explored various affordances of social media 

for organizational communication. Table 2 summarizes social media affordances 

relevant to this thesis based on recent work about social media and mobile media 

affordances (Abeele et al., 2017; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Leonardi & Vaast, 2017; 

Treem & Leonardi, 2012) and features that enable these affordances. In some 

cases, scholars used different terms for similar affordances. For example, Abeele 

et al. (2017) used anytime-anyplace connectivity to describe how people use 

mobile phones to “switch their friendship networks on and off at any given 

moment at any given place” (p. 877). Rice et al. (2017) used the term 

pervasiveness to refer to the fact that people communicate with other while 

moving, commuting, and traveling using organizational media. In the summary, I 

combine these different definitions of similar affordances from the described 

studies and provide references to the studies. Section 2.4 provides a detailed 
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review of how these affordances can be associated with the three processes of 

organizational entry.  

Adopting an affordance perspective to study SNS use for organizational 

socialization, I consider that technology use is shaped by both technological 

features and people’s perception of them. Next, I turn to outcomes of technology 

use. As previously mentioned, drawing on one affordance of a technology may 

lead to contradictory outcomes. This contradiction in technology use implies the 

complex nature of this process. To better understand this complexity, I employ the 

concept of paradox in technology use. 
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Table 2. Social media affordances and features of PSNSs 

Affordances Description Related Features of PSNS 

Bandwidth  The breadth of cues or the richness of content people can deliver 

through a communication channel (Draft & Lengel, 1986; Fox & 

McEwan, 2017). 

Video and voice chat; emojis; pictures 

Persistence 

 

Content persistence 

Content “remains accessible in the same form as the original display 

after the actor has finished his or her presentation”(Treem & Leonardi, 

2012, p. 155). 

Identity persistence 

Content that links to an individual persona persists over time (DeVito, 

Birnholtz, & Hancock, 2017). 

 

Recorded chat history; curated posts; 

recorded comments 

 

 

Identity information (e.g., user names, 

profile pictures) remains stable 
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Visibility People can easily and effortlessly see content from others and 

interactions among other users and can determine what content is 

visible to whom (DeVito et al., 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). 

Interactions of users are visible to other 

users 

 

Association “Associations are established connections between individuals, between 

individuals and content, or between an actor and a presentation” (Treem 

& Leonardi, 2012, p. 162). 

Connecting requests to people in the 

same groups; friends’ recommendations 

Editability People “can spend a good deal of time and effort crafting and recrafting 

a communicative act before it is viewed by others”(Treem & Leonardi, 

2012, p. 159). 

Edit text messages and pictures; recall of 

messages 

Awareness People can be aware of activities, opinions, progress of projects in their 

organizations (Rice et al., 2017).  

 

Push notifications; mentioning 

notifications; signs that indicate another 

user is typing or speaking 

Feedback 

Directness 

People are given opportunities to respond directly to content from 

others (DeVito et al., 2017). 

Comments and reactions (e.g., like and 

share) of other people’s posts 
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Audience 

Transparency 

People are aware of who can get access to their content (DeVito et al., 

2017). 

List of group members; display of who 

likes a post 

Pervasiveness People can engage in continuous conversations with their partners who 

are geographically separate, get responses quickly, and communicate 

with coworkers of various types of relationships (Abeele et al., 2016; 

Licoppe, 2004; Rice et al., 2017). 

Groups that include previously not 

connected users; leave comments and 

messages when people are offline or not 

using WeChat 
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2.3.2 Paradoxes 

If an affordance describes features and perception of features of a 

technology, a paradox then refers to a possible outcome of leveraging the 

affordance. Jarvenpaa and Lang (2005) define paradox as “a situation, act, or 

behavior that seems to have contradictory or inconsistent qualities” (p.7). In a 

paradoxical situation, an action that pursues one goal contains an unintentional 

competing goal that can potentially undermine the first goal (Stohl & Cheney, 

2001). Understanding paradoxes of technology use is an important step in 

understanding user experience. One of the benefits of studying paradoxes is that it 

can help to unify contradictions in research findings and provide a more 

comprehensive view of technology use for work-related purposes (Ter Hoeven, 

van Zoonen, & Fonner, 2016). In addition to considering both advantages and 

disadvantages, adopting a paradoxical view also means that we assume that 

experience of technology use is shaped by both features of the technology and 

human factors such as norms, cultures, and users’ understanding and 

appropriation of the features of the technology. Another benefit of adopting a 

paradox-based perspective then is that it helps scholars to examine technology use 

holistically and simultaneously consider the impact of user agency and technical 

architecture on practices (Kim & Lingel, 2015). Practically speaking, identifying 

paradoxes in technology use can also help practitioners to improve management 

effectiveness and user experience.  

Research on technology use in organizational contexts consistently 

indicates that people have paradoxical experience with technologies. For example, 

Birnholtz et al. (2012) found that, although collaboration tools such as instant 

messenger increased visibility and reduced distances among employees, these 
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tools created tensions when employees, for example, wanted to have more control 

over time to stay focused. In teleworking research, it shows that teleworkers draw 

on communication technologies to stay connected with their physically distant 

coworkers; however, they also strategically manage distance with other 

employees through using the same technologies because they do not want to be 

interrupted all the time (Leonardi, Treem, & Jackson, 2010). Research on 

employees bringing their own mobile devices to work shows that while there are 

many benefits such as facilitating coordination, bringing personal devices to work 

may result in lots of unintended, negative consequences such as role conflicts and 

work/life boundary issues (Stephens et al., 2017). 

2.3.3 Affordances and Paradoxical Outcomes  

Integrating the two theoretical perspectives of social media, I argue that 

leveraging social media affordances may lead to paradoxical outcomes. This is 

due to people’s multiple goals in social media communication. Scholars have 

identified people’s multiple goals in using social media for knowledge sharing. 

For example, Gibbs et al. (2013) found that social media affordances such as 

visibility and persistence of content may put employees in a situation in which 

they struggle with whether they should be open in knowledge sharing. This is due 

to people’s multiple concerns in knowledge sharing. In terms of knowledge 

sharing, employees do not always want to share all the information they know 

because they have confidentiality and security concerns. That employees have 

multiple concerns or goals in organizational communication can also push them 

into a paradoxical situation. The difference between a tensional state described in 

Gibbs et al. (2013)’s study and a paradoxical situation is that, the former describes 
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a feeling of a hard decision but the latter a decision made not willingly (Mcguire, 

Dougherty, & Atkinson, 2006).  

In addition to identifying paradoxes, it is important to understand what 

lead people to paradoxical situations. From the literature of social media 

affordances, I find at least two conditions in which social media affordances lead 

to paradoxical outcomes. First, people may have different understandings of 

affordances of a technology. A group of people have to have shared understanding 

of affordances, or enact shared affordances, of a technology so that they can turn 

the technology into recourses for work (Leonardi, 2013).  

Second, people may use an affordance for different purposes (Birnholtz, 

2010; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994; Sinclaire & Vogus, 2011) and people may 

develop ways of using the technology that is not intended by the designers 

(Birnholtz et al., 2012; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994). For example, Birnholtz, Dixon, 

and Hancock (2012) found that visibility of social media help employees to 

reduce distance and yet some of them leverage the visibility affordance for 

surveillance. These conditions are related to people’s perception of technologies. 

As previously reviewed, an affordance perspective should consider users, contexts 

of use, and technological features. We still know little with regard to how contexts 

of use may contribute to perception of affordances and outcomes. Organizational 

contradiction research has suggested that in some contexts, people are pushed to 

fixed choices when they are in a situation in which they are supposed to have free 

choices. For example, Mcguire et al. (2006) found that nurses needed to negotiate 

closeness and distance with their patients as they are two essential parts of their 

job: to provide emotional support and professional service. However, sexual 

harassment from patients provided a context in which nurses had to choose to 
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keep distance from patients. Thus, it is worth exploring in what contexts people’s 

behavioral choices in technology use are limited, which lead them to paradoxical 

situations.  

2.4 Social Network Site Affordances and Paradoxical Outcomes in 

Organizational Entry Processes 

In the previous section, I introduce two theoretical perspectives employed 

in this thesis. In what follows, I specifically discuss SNS affordances and how 

they can be leveraged in three processes in organizational socialization. It should 

be noted that I do not aim at comprehensively reviewing social media affordances 

or discussing how social media affordances can be used in organizational 

communication (see Leonardi & Vaast, 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012 for 

reviews). My goal of the review is to integrate literature of organizational 

communication and communication technologies to highlight key affordances 

associated with communication dynamics enabled by PSNS in the three processes 

in organizational entry and discuss how these affordances can potentially bring 

contradictory outcomes.   

2.4.1 Information Seeking 

As reviewed previously, information seeking plays an important role in 

organizational socialization. However, we know little regarding information 

seeking using communication technologies during organizational socialization 

(Fetherston, 2017). An exception is Flanagin and Waldeck’s (2004) theoretical 

work on individual, group, and organizational factors related to selection of 

advanced communication technology for socialization. As for SNS, few studies 

exist that investigate how it influences employee socialization. An exception is 

from Gonzalez, Leidner, and Koch (2015) who found that by engaging in 
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communication on PSNS, newcomers gained social acceptance and better 

understanding of their job roles and their organizational culture. Another 

exception is from DiMicco, Geyer, Millen, Dugan, and Brownholtz (2009). 

Through studying Beehive, an ESNS, they found that the platform facilitated 

people’s sensemaking and relationship maintenance with coworkers. 

The above work sheds light on the impact of social technologies on 

organizational socialization, however, as mentioned, most of them are concerned 

with ESNS. There lacks an investigation on the impact of information seeking 

through PSNSs during organizational socialization. Nevertheless, research on how 

affordances of communication technologies can shape information-seeking 

practices in other contexts (e.g., health, knowledge management, and personal 

relationships) is growing. Employing this body of literature, below I discuss how 

PSNS can bring opportunities and challenges to information seeking in 

organizational socialization. I focus on two areas: sources and strategies of 

information seeking. 

SNSs can be regarded as a kind of repository with rich personal and social 

information about a target person (boyd & Ellison, 2008). From SNSs, a person 

can learn about others through their static self-presentation (e.g., profiles and tags) 

and dynamic sharing that is usually presented in a stream of content (Ellison & 

Vitak, 2015). In this sense, using SNSs could facilitate people sensemaking at 

work—“the process a person goes through to get a general understanding or gist 

of who someone is” (DiMicco et al., 2009, p. 1). In addition to knowing 

individual coworkers, research has also started to recognize the potential of SNS 

for improving people’s metaknowledge, i.e., “who knows whom” and “who 

knows what” in organizations (Leonardi, 2015). One feature of SNS is that a 
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person’s network can be visible to others through contact lists (boyd & Ellison, 

2008). The visibility of connections can facilitate the understanding of who knows 

whom in organizations. Users can also understand how their coworkers are 

connected by observing communication among their coworkers on SNSs. The 

visibility of interactions between coworkers makes it possible for a third-party 

observer to understand what the coworker knows, or their expertise. In sum, SNSs 

can provide a source of information to newcomers for them to understand who 

their coworkers are, who knows whom, and who knows what. In addition to social 

information, SNSs can also provide useful knowledge for work. Persistence of 

content from previous inquiries or support seeking can be useful for those who are 

in similar situations and look for solutions to similar problems.  

As for strategies, PSNSs provide a distinctive way of information seeking. 

Online social capital research suggests that SNSs could help individuals to 

overcome communication barriers and gain useful resources from the social 

network more easily (see Ellison & Vitak, 2015). Persistence of information 

makes it possible for people to search for and retrieve information they need. 

More importantly, the internet offers alternative means of information seeking 

that are impossible in traditional, offline communication contexts. For example, 

people can search for information online about a target person to reduce 

uncertainty through a process termed as “extractive information seeking” (EIS) 

(Ramirez, Walther, Burgoon, & Sunnafrank, 2002). EIS is an noninteractive, 

indirect information-seeking process through which a person gathers information 

using searching engines and browsing the social media content of the target 

person (Ramirez et al., 2002). This form of information seeking has been 

examined in the context of online dating (Gibbs et al., 2011), relationship 
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initiation (Antheunis et al., 2010; Fox, Warber, & Makstaller, 2013), and hiring 

contexts (Carr & Walther, 2014).  

The EIS suggests that an individual can “extract” information through 

browsing posts and profiles of him/her with low or even zero social cost (Ramirez 

et al., 2002). Such information can also be work related or organization related. 

This information-seeking strategy is particularly useful when people wish to gain 

familiarity with lesser known targets or strangers because they wish their 

searching behaviors to be anonymous (Gibbs et al., 2011; Westerman et al., 

2008). For organizational socialization, this third-party tactic is used when 

newcomers feel uncomfortable seeking information directly from the party of 

interest because information seeking is a social exchange process where cost and 

potential risk should be carefully considered (Miller & Jablin, 1991). Drawing on 

EIS, employees may overcome the possibly high social cost in information 

seeking as they can observe activity streams of the organization on SNS without 

contributing anything (Ramirez et al., 2002; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). Therefore, 

SNSs may influence information accessibility and alter the process of information 

seeking and learning, which could contribute to socialization outcomes (Treem & 

Leonardi, 2012).  

The above review illustrates various benefits brought by the introduction 

of SNSs in organizational socialization. However, challenges also exist, especially 

when it comes to using PSNSs for organizational socialization. A clear drawback 

is distraction. On PSNSs, employees may receive information from those who are 

not related to their work, which is noise to organizational communication 

(Schmidt, Lelchook, & Martin, 2016). Research on knowledge management using 

SNSs also suggests that employees may be “lost” in their information seeking for 
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knowledge learning. For instance, social media provide a space that presents 

persistent narratives of organizations. The narratives are evolving as employees 

experiment with new content, but it ensures consistency as the persistence of 

previous content can guide them back if needed. However, turnover may constrain 

this narrative persistence, particularly when new employees create new social 

norms, which interrupts consistent narrative processes. This example suggests that 

for knowledge sharing, social media provide a simultaneously productive and 

problematic tool. For organizational newcomers, they can learn and adapt from 

reading the content on social media; however, as the narratives and knowledge is 

evolving and may be disrupted, they may be confused or stuck in learning, which 

leaves them in a paradoxical situation. Therefore, it stands to reason that in 

information seeking and learning, social media such as PSNS may hinder 

organizational socialization.  

2.4.2 Identity Work 

As mentioned previously, to examine identity work of organizational 

newcomers, it is important to look at where they learn information and find role 

models, where they perform their identities, and how they communicate their 

identities and receive feedback. Research of identity work on social media has 

investigated such practices in transitional life events such as adolescence to 

adulthood, high school to university transition (Morioka et al., 2016; 

Schoenebeck, Ellison, Blackwell, Bayer, & Falk, 2016), migration to a new city 

(Lingel, Naaman, & boyd, 2014), and entering parenthood (Ammari & 

Schoenebeck, 2015). However, how SNSs can facilitate and hinder identity work 

during organizational socialization has received relatively little attention. As 

organizational entry shares similarities with other kinds of life transitioning 
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events, such as learning, validation, and support, I would expect that using social 

media could facilitate identity work as well as bring challenges and tensions of 

such practice. In the following, I discuss how SNS use can be related to identity 

learning and communication of identities.  

SNSs may alter the processes of identity work as they provide affordances 

for identity learning and performance. For identity learning, SNS users can 

observe how others perform their identities without signaling their presence, 

thanks to the affordance of visibility. A study of disadvantaged college students 

suggested that observing peers’ college activities helped them to survive in 

college life (Morioka et al., 2016). Therefore, SNSs can provide access to 

potential role models for identity learning. Similarly, for organizational 

newcomers, reading chat histories in SNS work discussion groups and posts from 

other coworkers can help them to find role models and learn how they perform 

their identities. 

In identity performance, social media such as SNSs are found to provide 

opportunities for people to experiment with their provisional selves and obtain 

support and feedback from others, which are core tasks that aid in successful role 

changes (Ibarra, 1999a). The editability of content on SNSs enables selective self-

presentation and synchronicity (Walther, 2007), which means that people can take 

time to edit content before posting and post at any time they deem appropriate or 

most likely to signal cues for their favorable impressions. Different from self-

presentation in offline contexts that is synchronous and limited to people who are 

present (Fox & McEwan, 2017; Goffman, 1959), self-presentation on SNSs is 

more like an exhibition in which self-related content is curated over time and 

made available to audience members who are not necessarily present when the 
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content is posted (Hogan, 2010). The affordance of persistence of content enables 

the curation of content and visibility of content enables access to the curated 

content and the interactions under the post for people who are absent when the 

content is posted. Context collapse enabled by PSNS, through which SNS users 

connect to people from various aspects of their life in one place (Marwick & 

boyd, 2011), may facilitate visibility of their identity performance so that people 

cannot only show their curated content to their coworkers but also to their friends 

and families, which leads them to receive support and feedback from the various 

groups of users to which they connect.  

Although there are the aforementioned benefits, identity work on PSNS 

may bring challenges. For example, identity performance in a collapsed context is 

not always beneficial and without any risks. Hogan (2010) argued that self-

presentation of users in a collapsed SNS context will follow a “lowest common 

denominator” approach. Users think of their self-presentation in accordance to 

their strictest audience. Marder, Joinson, Shankar, and Thirlaway (2016) recently 

revised this view by suggesting that people constrained their self-presentation by 

considering the audience they valued the most. In their study, employers were 

judged as the most valued audience. These findings suggest that connecting with 

people from work on PSNS would bring significant impact on employees’ online 

behaviors on the platform. Research on identity work in life-changing events 

shows that people do not necessarily obtain support from all their different kinds 

of connections for their identity work. For instance, Haimson, Brubaker, 

Dombrowski, and Hayes, (2015) found that people who experienced gender 

transitions reported that they received support mostly from their friends and 

strangers but not acquaintances.  
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The above review informs my investigation in that, for organizational 

newcomers, it is of interest to explore from whom and where they find role 

models for their identity work, from whom they would expect feedback, and how 

collapsed contexts of PSNS influence their identity work. Meanwhile, paradoxes 

may emerge in identity work on PSNSs. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate 

paradoxes in identity work using PSNS and factors that may lead newcomers to 

paradoxical situations in their identity work.  

2.4.3 Workplace Relationship Formation and Development 

Although recent scholarly attention has been paid to how SNS use may 

alter relationship processes (e.g., Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Fox & Anderegg, 2014), 

not much has been done to explore the impact of SNS use and workplace 

relationships. Among some exceptions, Sias, Pedersen, Gallagher, and Kopaneva 

(2012) found that face-to-face communication was the most important way to 

initiate and maintain workplace friendships whereas social technologies such as 

social networking and instant messaging, played a tangential role. Steinfield, 

DiMicco, Ellison, and Lampe (2009) found that using an enterprise social network 

site (ESNS) could improve bonding relationships and help employees access a 

larger social network in their organization. DiMicco, Geyer, Millen, Dugan, and 

Brownholtz (2009) showed that ESNS use facilitated people sensemaking, i.e., 

employees gained familiarity of their coworkers through using ESNS. These 

above studies provide initial evidence that social technologies can affect 

friendship dynamics among employees, but we still have yet to explore how 

employees can develop friendship with their coworkers using social technologies. 

As suggested by Sias et al. (2012), research has yet to examine developmental 
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factors in the process of relationship formation and development using 

communication technologies.  

Another gap in the literature is that most of the existing research focused 

on the use of internal social tools such as ESNSs (e.g., Leonardi, Huysman, & 

Steinfield, 2013; Leonardi & Meyer, 2015). Although there is a trend that 

employees connect with coworkers on public social network sites (PSNSs) such 

as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn (Pew Research Center, 2016), research on the 

impact of PSNSs on organizational processes is scarce (see Huang & Liu, 2017; 

Schmidt, Lelchook, & Martin, 2016 for exceptions). Studies of ESNSs suggest 

that its use could benefit workplace relationships as people can draw on 

information online to form impressions of their coworkers and to make sense of 

and build relationships with coworkers (Steinfield et al., 2009; Zhao & Rosson, 

2009). As ESNSs and PSNSs share similar affordances (Ellison, Gibbs, & Weber, 

2015; Leonardi et al., 2013), I would expect that using PSNSs could also facilitate 

impression formation and workplace relationship development. Several concepts 

are developed in the literature to help understand how SNS use may influence 

workplace relationships. These concepts are broadly categorized into two 

processes that may influence workplace relationship: impression formation 

through cues and ambient awareness as well as relationship formation and 

maintenance through association and signaling.   

2.4.3.1 Impression Formation Using Social Network Site 

Impression is the mental representation about a person that “contains 

information about the directly observable behavior of the target, knowledge of 

background and history, as well as inferences generated by the perceiver with 

regard to the personality attributes, goals, and ideals of the individual” (Park, 
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1986, p. 907). The impression we have on others influences how we form 

relationships and interact with them. Impression is important in organizational 

contexts because a false impression of one’s ability and attitude can negatively 

influence expertise judgment and collaboration (Johri, 2012; Marlow, Dabbish, & 

Herbsleb, 2013).  

Extending impression formation research to the online context, CMC 

scholars and psychologists are interested in whether people can form impressions, 

the accuracy of the impression, and how people judge the authenticity of online 

cues (Walther, Van Der Heide, Kim, Westerman, & Tong, 2008; Walther, 2011). 

CMC research has amassed evidence suggesting that people do form impressions 

about others during mediated interaction although at a slower rate, compared with 

those who interact offline with rich non-verbal cues. In organizational contexts, 

Zhao and Rosson (2009) interviewed users of Yammer, a Twitter-like corporate 

SNS and found that informal communication via this platform provided relational 

and personal benefits in addition to professional relationships. A study of IBM’s 

ESNS revealed that the employees use the platform to make sense of and build 

relationships with coworkers (Steinfield et al., 2009). By browsing profiles and 

status updates, employees can form impressions of their coworkers even if they 

never meet offline (Steinfield et al., 2009).  

Another mechanism that is relevant to impression formation online is that 

social media use may facilitate ambient awareness (Leonardi, 2015). That is, 

people are aware of communication that occurs among other users, and therefore 

feel the presence of their coworkers. Increasing the awareness of others may 

facilitate an intimate feeling among users (Christensen, 2009; Licoppe, 2004). In 

organizations, enabling ambient awareness of coworkers through social media 
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helps employees develop accurate and similar metaknowledge (who knows what 

and who knows whom) of their coworkers (Leonardi, 2015, 2018). From the 

perspective of organizational newcomers, they may want to increase their 

presence to their coworkers because they are motivated to create positive images 

and signal their expertise and competence. However, creating a presence does not 

necessarily lead to positive impressions. Recent research indicated the possibility 

that people may form negative impressions because of overattribution. For 

example, in virtual teams, misconduct by a coworker is more likely to be 

attributed to disposition rather than situational factors (Johri, 2012; Walther & 

Bazarova, 2007).  

2.4.3.2 Relationship Formation and Maintenance Using Social Network Sites 

As for relationship formation, SNSs provide features (e.g., sending 

friending requests and liking) that can help people initiate connections and send 

out signals of care and attention to others. Like other communication tools, SNSs 

provide the possibility of connecting to latent ties (Haythornthwaite, 2005), 

connections that are “technically possible but not yet activated socially” (p. 137). 

For example, users of a Facebook discussion group are not necessarily connected 

with each other before they are added into the group. In a group email, people 

who do not know each other may be included. In these two examples, people are 

connected to latent ties that can be socially activated to weak ties through 

interactions such as sending friend requests and individual emails.  

As for relationship maintenance, CMC scholars have focused on social 

grooming behaviors online (e.g., Donath, 2007; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Tufekci, 

2008; Utz & Beukeboom, 2011). Social grooming are behaviors that aim at 

establishing bonds with, cultivating trust with, and improving the well-being of 
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others (Tong & Walther, 2011). Lacking the ability to deliver non-verbal cues, 

people rely on features provided by SNSs to signal attention and care to others 

online (Ellison et al., 2014; Tong & Walther, 2011). Facebook studies suggest that 

people maintain relationships with their connections through checking out their 

connections’ profiles and posts and through communicative actions such as 

sending birthday wishes, responding to their good or bad news, and providing 

advice (Ellison et al., 2014). McEwan (2013) found that relationship maintenance 

behaviors could be categorized as sharing (e.g., self-disclosure and advice giving) 

and caring (e.g., sending birthday wishes and offering emotional support). 

Another way to look at SNS relationship maintenance behaviors is by 

categorizing them into public and private behaviors (McEwan, Sumner, Eden, & 

Fletcher, 2018). Behaviors such as liking a post and seeking responses are usually 

publicly displayed whereas social contacts are one-to-one, private maintenance 

behaviors.  

Scholars have shown the benefits of maintaining relationships on SNSs. 

People can send cues with low cost and those who receive these cues perceive 

social support from their connections on SNSs (Burke & Kraut, 2014; Carr, 

Wohn, & Hayes, 2016). Interacting with connections on SNSs is also found to be 

related to social capital cultivation (Ellison et al., 2014; Lin, 2001). People who 

send out signals of care and attention to their SNS connections expect returns 

from their SNS networks when they need help, thus leading to the perception of 

the possibility of getting to access to resources in their networks. The third benefit 

is related to relationship quality. McEwan et al. (2018) found that relationship 

maintenance behaviors targeting a specific connection were related to better 
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relationship quality whereas those that were public were related to lower 

relationship satisfaction.  

Although research remains scarce regarding how organizational 

newcomers use PSNSs for impression formation and workplace relationship 

initiation and development, several exceptions have suggested that PSNSs and 

similar technologies can be a promising tool contributing to workplace 

relationship development. For example, Huang and Liu (2017) showed that 

adding coworkers on PSNS was associated with their coworkers’ perception of 

online social capital and positive employee outcomes such as job satisfaction and 

job performance. The only two studies, to the best of my knowledge, from 

Gonzalez and colleagues suggested a positive and significant relationship between 

work-related social media use and newcomers’ social acceptance by their 

coworkers and understanding of organizational culture (Gonzalez et al., 2013, 

2015).  

Even though PSNS use seems to result in positive outcomes such as better 

understanding of coworkers and organizations and better relationship quality, 

research also suggests some potential risks. For instance, using social technologies 

may change the way people develop relationships in that information usually 

shared when the relationship gets closer is available on the platforms. Fox et al. 

(2013) maintained that, “with the breadth and occasional depth of information 

available on SNSs, it is possible to learn a lot about another person without 

actually interacting with him or her” (p. 775). This can potentially violate what 

social penetration theory traditionally suggests: that interpersonal relationships 

develop along with gradual increases in depth and breadth of self-disclosure 

(Altman & Taylor, 1973). The hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996) suggests that 
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people in mediated interaction may overattribute cues selectively presented by the 

interaction partner because the mediated environment lacks certain cues important 

to impression formation (e.g., non-verbal cues) and people are likely to reallocate 

cognitive resources to fill in the blanks, thus have more intense perception 

(Hancock & Dunham, 2001). People form impressions with less 

comprehensiveness and yet more intensity during mediated interaction (Hancock 

& Dunham, 2001). Evidence from research on intimate, romantic relationships 

provides rich evidence to support this model (e.g., Jiang, Bazarova, & Hancock, 

2011; Toma & Choi, 2016).  

In addition, social grooming can also be regarded as social monitoring or 

social surveillance (McEwan, 2013). What distinguishes social grooming 

behaviors on SNSs from those in other communication channels (e.g., FtF, email, 

and mobile phones) is that such behaviors can be visible to all connections in a 

person’s SNS network. Online people can easily check out a person’s activities 

such as interactions with others thanks to the affordance of visibility of 

communication and persistence of interaction histories (Utz & Beukeboom, 

2011). That people can find out a person’s social grooming behaviors with others 

may lead to negative outcomes such as jealousy in romantic relationships (Utz & 

Beukeboom, 2011). For organizational newcomers, they may want to signal their 

goodwill to their coworkers by showing their attention using functions such as 

liking and commenting; however, these behaviors are also visible to other 

coworkers, which may lead to concerns of being watched by other coworkers and 

false interpretation.  

The above review describes how PSNSs use can potentially help 

organizational newcomers to form impressions of their coworkers and 
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organizations and contribute to workplace relationship formation and 

development. More importantly, as discussed above, several factors may 

complicate these processes, putting newcomers in paradoxical situations. It is of 

interest, in this thesis, to explore how organizational newcomers use PSNSs in 

these processes and how such use may benefit and/or hinder workplace 

relationship development.  

2.5 Research Questions 

In this thesis, I frame organizational socialization as a life transitioning 

event to organizational newcomers and argue that SNSs can provide a tool for 

effective socialization through three processes: information seeking, identity 

work, and workplace relationship development. The aim of my thesis is to 

investigate how PSNSs can be used in these processes and outcomes of the use.  

My work is grounded in a mutually constitutive view of technology-user 

relationships as I examine both technological features as well as users’ 

interpretation and experience with them. Employing an affordance perspective to 

understand how people understand and use SNSs, I am interested in exploring 

how organizational newcomers perceive and draw on affordances of WeChat, the 

most widely adopted mobile PSNS in China, for their organizational socialization. 

Therefore, my first research question (RQ) is: 

RQ1: How do organizational newcomers draw on WeChat affordances in 

organizational entry for (a) information seeking, (b) identity work, 

and (c) workplace relationship development? 

For outcomes of use, I tend to uncover how technological features of 

WeChat and factors related to users interact to result in outcomes favored or not 

favored by the newcomers. As reviewed above, research has painted a mixed 
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picture that SNSs provide new communicative opportunities for organizational 

newcomers to seek for information, perform and develop their identities, and 

initiate and maintain workplace relationships. However, many factors such as 

multiple goals, incongruence in perception of communication technologies, and 

contexts of interactions in PSNSs may undermine the potential benefits of using 

PSNSs, which leads me to consider paradoxical outcomes of PSNSs use for 

organizational socialization. Therefore, I pose the following question in my 

investigation.  

RQ2: What paradoxes have emerged from the use of WeChat for 

information seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship 

development?  

RQ3: How do organizational newcomers respond to the paradoxes? 

In this chapter, I review the literature of organizational socialization, 

introduce two theoretical perspectives of social media, and discuss how these two 

perspectives inform my investigation on three processes in organizational entry. I 

also describe contexts of my research. That is, I look at how organizational 

newcomers use WeChat, the most widely used mobile PSNS in organizational 

communication in China. Based on the above, I propose three research questions. 

In next chapter, I explain methodology adopted in this thesis and describe details 

of my data collection and analysis procedures.  
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

I used semi-structured interviews, a qualitative research method, in this 

thesis research. The choice of a qualitative research method results from 

considerations of how my research questions can be best answered, a pragmatic 

view of inquiry that asks “what works” when considering choices of research 

methods (Morgan, 2014). Specifically, what guided me to choose semi-structured 

interviewing are the following concerns: First, because of the exploratory nature 

of my research questions, qualitative research methods are needed to gather rich, 

in-depth data (Charmaz, 2006). With the help of theoretical perspectives as 

sensitizing devices, however, I intended to provide theoretical understanding on 

the three processes and paradoxes in organizational entry that are influenced by 

the use of PSNS. Therefore, a qualitative method is necessary to obtain rich data 

to understand the underexamined social processes. Qualitative interviewing was 

adopted as a primary data collection method in this thesis. Qualitative 

interviewing is suitable for exploratory studies in which scholars are certain about 

directions of their investigations but have limited knowledge of the phenomenon 

they are interested in. Although only collecting accounts from the participant 

instead of observing their behaviors, it is a kind of investigation that is “open-

ended yet directed, shaped yet emergent, and paced yet unrestricted” (Charmaz, 

2006, p. 28), which is especially suitable for this thesis as organizational 

socialization using communication technologies is not a brand new phenomenon 

and prior work could inform the investigation. Semi-structured interviewing was 

adopted in this thesis. It allows for themes to emerge during the interviews and 
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gives researchers opportunities to probe further into what is not anticipated prior 

to data collection.  

Second, in this thesis research, the choice of affordances and paradoxes as 

a theoretical lens led me to draw on a sociotechnical orientation in my research. 

That is to say, my assumption is that PSNS use is shaped by technological and 

human factors and may both benefit and constrain organizational newcomers’ 

socialization processes, which necessitates qualitative methods that gather user 

experience data to capture the complexity of PSNS use and outcomes. Qualitative 

interviews are frequently used in technology adoption, adaption, and usage 

research (e.g., Birnholtz, 2010; Erhardt, Gibbs, Martin-Rios, & Sherblom, 2016). 

It allows participants to conduct self-reflection on their daily use of technologies 

and help researchers to obtain rich data for deep insights (Hammersley, 2010). In 

organizational communication research, scholars have already been adopting 

qualitative methods such as interviewing and observation to study employees’ 

work experience and their interpretations of their experience (e.g., Erhardt, Gibbs, 

Martin-Rios, & Sherblom, 2016; Leonardi, Treem, & Jackson, 2010). 

3.2 Sampling and Participants 

3.2.1 Sampling Criteria and Process 

I recruited participants of my study from people who just graduated from 

undergraduate and postgraduate programs and had started working as full-time 

employees in mainland China and Hong Kong within six months of employment. 

Participants should also have no prior working experience in their current 

organizations. A recent internship study suggests that working as interns in 

organizations can make people insiders before they join the organizations full 

time because they can obtain information and engage in learning during the 
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internship (Dailey, 2016). Therefore, in my study, participants should have no 

prior experience of working in their current organizations, which precludes the 

possibility that the participants have much knowledge before joining the 

organizations for full-time jobs. As one of the processes that I pay attention to in 

my research is identity work during organizational entry, fresh graduates would 

also provide a lot of insights into their identity changes and identity work because 

when they start working full time, they become employees and professionals in 

some areas. They should experience lots of uncertainty and engage in identity 

work during this transition, which provides an ideal condition for investigation.  

As I was interested in a communication phenomenon in the Chinese 

context, I adopted a guanxi-based, snowball sampling method to recruit 

participants. The method is recommended by Kriz, Gummesson, and Quazi 

(2013) who argue that, without trusted relationships with respondents, researchers 

may have limited access to data as Chinese respondents are likely to withhold 

information (struggles, negative experiences, controversial opinions, etc.) to less 

acquainted individuals. Due to this limitation, researchers may fail to gain deep 

insights into the phenomenon under investigation because of the low-quality data. 

Therefore, guanxi-based sampling would be an effective participant recruitment 

method for research in the Chinese context. According to Kriz et al. (2013), 

similar to snowball sampling, researchers who draw on their guanxi network 

should find an appropriate referral in the beginning for recommendations of 

potential research participants. Guanxi sampling is also purposive and follows the 

same standards of participant selection in snowball sampling. Researchers select 

participants based on their relevance to the research topics and collect data until 

theoretical saturation is achieved. However, different from conventional snowball 
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sampling methods, researchers using a guanxi-based sampling method are 

leveraging goodwill of the referrers for using their names for introductions. 

Making recommendations is usually a favor to the researchers. Participating the 

research can also be regarded as a favor to the referrers and the researchers. 

Therefore, researchers should be considerate of the relational dynamics and 

carefully cultivating relationships with the referrers and the referrals (Kriz et al., 

2013).  

Upon receiving approval from the research ethics review committee, I 

recruited participants in spring of 2016 and summer of 2017. As I aimed at 

gathering rich data including stories, episodes, challenges, and problems of 

WeChat use, I expected that a guanxi-based sampling method would help me to 

achieve this goal and overcome difficulties of obtaining rich data. I started 

identifying potential participants from my guanxi networks (e.g., close friends, my 

students, and professional contacts). One of the limitations of guanxi-based 

sampling is that the researchers may have homogenous social networks, which 

limits the diversity of study samples. To avoid this limitation, I purposefully 

selected contacts from different occupations. As long as I confirmed that my 

contacts were eligible for my study, I sent out invitations (see Appendix 1) to 

them and introduced my research goals and methods. Upon agreement of 

participation, I conducted semi-structured interviews with the participants (see 

Appendix 2 and 3 for the English and Chinese informed consent statement).  

Following recommendations in grounded theory techniques (Corbin & 

Strauss, 2008), I conducted data collection and analysis reiteratively. Specifically, 

I gained initial insights from the first several interviews and adjusted my interview 

protocol in the following interviews if a previously unidentified but interesting 
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theme emerged. For example, when I analyzed identity work of organizational 

newcomers, some of the participants mentioned that they were provided a 

template for their identity work in WeChat Moments. This finding indicated 

something that was not previously identified in the literature; therefore, I added a 

couple of probing questions related to “templates” in interviews later, asking 

about how the participants’ companies regulated their identity work. During the 

initial stage of data collection, I conducted preliminary coding of transcripts of the 

interviews. Data collection completed when I felt that theoretical saturation 

(Corbin & Strauss, 2008) was achieved. That is to say, I stopped sampling and 

collecting data when new interviews no longer provided new insights and no new 

themes could be identified.   

3.2.2 Participant Information 

In total, I interviewed 30 participants including 25 Chinese employees 

from seven major cities in mainland China and five employees from Hong Kong. 

Table 3 reports their basic information. Although working environments and 

organizational cultures in Hong Kong may be significantly different from those in 

mainland China, the five participants in Hong Kong share similar background and 

working environments with their mainland China counterparts. They are 

originally from and have finished their undergraduate degrees in mainland China. 

As employees for multinational companies, they work very closely with their 

mainland colleagues, mostly through digital channels, such as WeChat, 

conference calls, and emails.  

Among all the participants, there were 20 (67%) female and 10 (33%) 

male. On average, the participants were 22 years old (SD= 0.81, ranging from 21 

to 24 years old). Various industries and types of organizations (e.g., state-owned, 
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private, and multinational companies) were represented. It should be noted that 

some of the interviewees (e.g., public relations/advertising executives and 

teachers) are client-facing employees. Therefore, work-related use of WeChat 

involves communication with people both inside and outside of the interviewees’ 

organizations.  
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Table 3. Participant information 

No. Name Sex Age City Job Title Industry Types 

1 Alicia F 22 Qingdao Public Relations Executive  Science and Technology 

Service 

Mixed (state-owned and 

private) 

2 Alvin M 22 Qingdao Officer Government Government 

3 Benson M 21 Zhuhai Account Executive  Advertising Private, China 

4 Bailey F 22 Beijing English Teacher Education Private, China 

5 Donald M 21 Shenzhen Programmer Information Technology Mixed (state-owned and 

private) 

6 Felicia F 22 Beijing Marketing Executive Media State-owned 

7 Fiona F 23 Haikou Officer Government Government 

8 Frank M 22 Shenzhen Journalist Media State-owned 

9 Gloria  F 24 Shenzhen Teaching Assistant Education State-owned 

10 Gary M 22 Zhuhai Project Assistant Advertising Private and multinational 
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11 Helen F 21 Zhuhai Account Executive Advertising Private and multinational 

12 Iris F 21 Beijing User Interface Designer Information Technology Mixed 

13 Julie F 23 Beijing User Interface Designer Information Technology Private, China 

14 Kevin M 21 Qingdao Lawyer Legal Industry Private, China 

15 Lake M 22 Qingdao Teacher Education Private, China 

16 Lotus F 22 Beijing Production Assistant Media State-owned 

17 Lily F 23 Shenzhen Product Assistant Information Technology Mixed 

18 Miranda F 21 Haikou Internal Communication 

Executive 

Industrial Conglomerate  State-owned 

19 Miley F 23 Hong Kong Financial Consultant Insurance and Financial 

Consulting 

Multinational 

20 Nick M 22 Hong Kong Financial Consultant Insurance and Financial 

Consulting 

Multinational 

21 Olivia F 22 Hong Kong Account Executive Public Relations Multinational 
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22 Paula F 21 Hong Kong Account Executive Public Relations Multinational 

23 Quinine F 22 Hong Kong Financial Consultant Insurance Multinational 

24 Renee F 23 Beijing User Experience Researcher Information Technology Private, China 

25 Rebecca F 22 Qingdao Human Resources Assistant Hotel Multinational 

26 Sabrina F 21 Shenzhen Account Executive  Public Relations Multinational 

27 Stephanie F 21 Shenzhen Internal Communication 

Executive 

Industrial Conglomerate  State-owned 

28 Stella F 22 Shanghai Multimedia Content Editor Online Media Private 

29 Tim M 22 Shanghai Account Executive  Public Relations Multinational 

30 Timothy M 23 Tianjin Marketing Executive Sugar Industry State-owned 
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3.3 Interviews 

A semi-structured interview protocol was used in the interviews (see 

Appendix 4). The semi-structured protocol can ensure consistency and at the same 

time allow the unanticipated emergence of topics during interviews (Lindlof & 

Taylor, 2011). The protocol starts from grand tour questions (Spradley, 1979) 

about the participants’ jobs and routines of work so that I could understand the 

contexts of using WeChat for work. Corresponding to the three processes of 

organizational socialization, I designed questions regarding information seeking, 

identity work, and workplace relationship development using WeChat. 

Specifically, I asked their experience of using WeChat for these processes and 

their concerns, problems, and issues associated with the use. Finally, I asked 

general questions regarding benefits and weakness of using WeChat for work.  

On average, the interviews took 55 minutes, ranging from 40 to 70 

minutes. Ten interviews were conducted in FtF settings. The rest of the interviews 

were conducted via WeChat voice calls. All the interviews were conducted in 

Mandarin and were recorded with the participants’ permission. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

All the interviews were transcribed and imported to NVivo 12, a 

qualitative data analysis software. Following a constant comparison method 

(Corbin & Strauss, 2008), I adopted open coding, axial coding, and selective 

coding procedures (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) in data analysis and a theoretical 

approach as I analyzed the transcripts based on my research questions (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006). The research questions guided me to look at the data but not a 

fixed set of concepts that can be applied to represent the data. Specifically, in data 

analysis, I searched for the participants’ words on WeChat affordances, paradoxes 
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in organizational socialization, and newcomer responses to paradoxes in open 

coding, axial coding, and selective coding of the data.  

During open coding stage, I created codes from reading transcripts of the 

interviews. I followed an abductive logic (Charmaz, 2006; Richardson & Kramer, 

2006), through which I gave labels to the data relevant to my research questions 

based on the participants’ words or I used previously identified themes in the 

literature as code names where appropriate. I paid attention to codes that were not 

only prevalent but also marginal so that I could capture the participants’ 

experience. Next, in axial coding, I established high-order codes to organize the 

codes generated in opening coding. Through identifying connections among 

codes, I combined open codes into axial codes. Finally, in selective coding, I 

organized the codes around three broader themes corresponding to my research 

questions: usage (three axial codes for three processes), paradoxes (three axial 

codes for three paradoxes), and factors that influenced the paradoxes and 

responses (there axial codes for organizational, individual, technical factors).  

My data analysis approaches are in line with the pragmatic paradigm in 

terms of its emphasis on transferability (Shannon-Baker, 2016).Transferability 

means that researchers need to reflect on whether their research findings and 

implications could be applied to other similar social settings (Morgan, 2007). In 

my thesis, the theoretical approach and the three-stage data coding enabled me to 

gain transferrable findings in that I used a theoretical framework informed by 

existing literature to guide the analysis of my data. Also, as I turned emerging, 

open codes into axial codes and further integrated them into selective codes, I 

obtained a theoretical framework that captured the specific research context (i.e., 

use of WeChat by organizational newcomers) as well as maintained its capacity to 
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shed lights on similar social processes in other settings (e.g., use of other SNSs in 

the workplace).  

It should be noted that this thesis only focuses on the use of one platform 

(i.e., WeChat) for three processes in organizational socialization, which excludes 

investigation on the use of other kinds of communication technologies and uses of 

WeChat for other processes (e.g., knowledge sharing and collaboration). Indeed, 

in my interviews, the participants mentioned uses of emails and internal 

communication tools for their organizational socialization and uses of WeChat for 

other purposes. However, I decided to exclude these cases in this thesis for two 

reasons. First, this thesis aims at enriching understanding of three key processes 

identified in the existing literature of organizational socialization and technology 

use, which helps me delineate the scope of my investigation. In other words, this 

thesis does not explore all the possible processes enabled by the WeChat use. 

Instead, it focuses on the three key processes and aims at deepening our 

understanding of how communication technologies play a role in these processes.  

Second, this thesis only focuses on WeChat, the most frequently used 

social media in China currently for organizational socialization. Although my 

participants come from different companies that may use different sets of 

technologies and applications for communication, they all use WeChat for most of 

their work-related communication. Exploring their experience of using WeChat 

would allow me to compare how WeChat is used in different organizational 

settings and enrich understanding of how various technology and user factors 

shape processes and outcomes of organizational socialization. Thus, by focusing 

on WeChat use for the three processes does not compromise the exploratory 
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nature of this thesis. That is, with a framework for exploration, it still allows me to 

explore emerging cases and themes.  

In this chapter, I explained rationale of my research design, gave 

information of my participants, and provided details of sampling and data 

collection and analysis processes. In the next chapter, I present findings from the 

interviews.   
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS 

The interview data reveals that WeChat is a primary communication tool 

used by the newcomers for work. A few participants mentioned that in their 

organizations, they were provided with internal SNS tools, but they did not use 

them frequently because they were unstable and offered fewer functions than 

WeChat. The first thing that most of the organizational newcomers did when they 

started their job was to add their peer coworkers and managers’ WeChat accounts 

and were invited to join work-related organizational, group, and task groups. 

“‘You scan me or I scan you’ is usually the line we use when me and my 

coworker want to add each other’s WeChat account”, said Miranda, an internal 

communication executive. She explained that human resources manager added her 

WeChat first when she reported to work the first day. Then she was added to 

WeChat groups set up by her company, her department, and her supervisors. 

Other participants reported that before the first day of work, they were added into 

WeChat groups of their companies by human resources managers. “I kept silent 

until my supervisor introduced me to the team. Then I say, ‘hello everybody and 

happy to join the team’ and others in the group send these emojis and stickers 

showing waving hands, applauding, and flowers.” Lake described what was like 

when he first showed up in the group and said something. 

All of the participants reported that, thanks to its integration of many 

functions, WeChat was a smartphone application essential in everyday life. 

Organizational newcomers rely on WeChat to achieve various instrumental and 

social goals. All the participants reported that they used WeChat for one-to-one 

and group communication with their coworkers or clients for information 

exchange, work requests, and coordination for task and social activities. Groups 
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were also used for broadcast information such as notifications and organizing 

organizational, departmental, and non-work-related activities. Some WeChat use 

is prescribed by organizations. For instance, almost all the participants’ 

organizations set up WeChat groups that correspond to their organizational 

structures. Participants also used Moments to present desirable self-images to and 

gain familiarity of their coworkers. 

From the interviews, I found that WeChat provides new communication 

opportunities and challenges for organizational newcomers. WeChat enables and 

constrains newcomers’ actions that contribute to effectiveness of organizational 

socialization. Paradoxes emerge in the processes of newcomers’ information 

seeking and learning, identity work, and relationship development with their 

coworkers using WeChat, which may lead to negative and counterproductive 

consequences and motivates them to reflect on their work experience and learn to 

adapt. This technologically occasioned learning turns out to be an unexpected 

outcome of responding to paradoxes of using WeChat during organizational entry. 

In the following sections, I first describe how my participants use WeChat for 

work-related purposes. Then, answering RQ1, I report findings on how my 

participants use WeChat for information seeking and learning, identity work, and 

workplace relationship development. Next, answering RQ2 and 3, I show how 

WeChat use during organizational entry lead my participants to paradoxical 

situations, explain how various technical and human factors shape the outcomes, 

and describe how my participants respond to the paradoxes. Table 4 provides 

codes of the paradoxes, definitions, and example quotes. Table 5 summarizes 

affordances and contradictions that are associated with the paradoxes. Appendix 5 

provides Chinese version of block quotes. 
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Table 4. Paradoxes, definitions, and example quotes 

Paradoxes Definitions Example Quotes 

Engagement 

Paradox 

Newcomers obtain useful information from 

following communication in WeChat groups 

and yet feel overwhelmed by reading too much 

irrelevant information.  

 

“I turned on notifications of new messages from my work groups 

but it’s too annoying to get a thousand messages a day, especially 

some of them are irrelevant to my work.” (Alvin) 

 

Flexibility 

Paradox 

The needs of performing organizationally 

prescribed identities on WeChat undermine the 

needs of experimenting possible selves and 

performing authentic selves.   

“I’m not that into volunteering work but it seems that everyone is 

doing it and talking about it on WeChat. What can I do? Even 

though I have yet participated, I would post something about 

volunteering to show to my coworkers that I care about it as well.” 

(Gary) 
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Visibility 

Paradox 

Being in WeChat groups and presenting self-

images on Moments increase newcomers’ 

visibility to their coworkers, but they have to 

deal with unwanted connection requests and 

unwanted interpretations.   

“One day I posted a picture of me and one of my colleagues at 

lunch. We were in a very nice Korean restaurant so I wanted to 

share it with my friends. Although my colleague’s face was not 

shown in the picture, other colleagues identified him from the 

watch he’s wearing in this picture. Then there was a rumor that I 

hang out very often with this colleague.” (Rebecca) 

 

Formality 

Paradox 

Newcomers feel that using WeChat could 

socialize task-related activities, but they are not 

sure how informal they could be in the related 

communication processes and feel that using 

WeChat could undermine the supposed 

formality of this kind of communication.  

 

“I found a very funny joke about lawyers and shared it in our law 

firm’s group. Some of my colleagues replied like “haha” or “this is 

very funny,” but our executive asked why it was funny. He didn’t 

get the point. I felt awkward and rarely shared interesting stuff in 

the group later.” (Kevin) 
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Table 5. Affordances and contradictions that contribute to the paradoxes 

Paradoxes Related Affordances Contradictions 

Engagement 

Paradox 

• Persistence of information (conversations in 

WeChat groups, posts in Moments, and 

messages from public accounts) 

• Keeping engaged in communication flows vs. needing 

energy and attention for other tasks 

• Getting much information vs. getting useful 

information 

 

Flexibility 

Paradox 

• Editability of self-related content 

• Persistence of coworkers’ posts 

• Experimenting a possible identity on Moments vs. 

constructing an identity prescribed by organizations 

• Developing an individual identity vs. accepting an 

established identity  
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Visibility 

Paradox 

• Visibility of coworker connections and 

interactions 

• Visibility of users’ identity information 

• Association of coworkers in WeChat groups 

• Controlling self-presentation in terms of time and 

audience vs. ongoing changes in audiences of the self-

presentation  

• Showing presence to coworkers vs. controlling 

connections and disclosure of content on Moments 

 

Formality 

Paradox 

• Bandwidth of cues (uses of emoticons, 

emojis, and pictures) 

• Pervasiveness of WeChat groups messages  

• Being social and flexible to soften the logistics vs. 

maintaining an appropriate social distance with and 

showing professional manners to coworkers 
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4.1 Information Seeking and Learning Using WeChat 

Information seeking is one of the most important activities during 

organizational socialization as it helps newcomers to reduce uncertainty regarding 

their jobs and coworkers. Participants reported that they found useful official and 

unofficial information from their companies’ WeChat public accounts, WeChat 

work groups, and their coworkers’ WeChat Moments posts. As for information 

seeking, the participants reported that they engaged in direct information seeking 

by sending out inquiries to individual coworkers, in WeChat work groups, and on 

Moments. In addition to direct information seeking, the participants also sought 

information using search functions and relying on persistence of information 

afforded by WeChat, processes in which the participants indirectly accessed 

information. They observed conversations in WeChat groups and read their 

coworkers’ posts in Moments, processes that facilitate ambient awareness of their 

coworkers and companies, useful for their socialization. These information 

benefits are not only related to what information organizational newcomers can 

obtain but also how they can obtain information at any time and any place. 

Despite the information benefits, the data also suggests that organizational 

newcomers perceived paradoxes in information seeking, struggled with whether 

they should always keep an eye on information from WeChat, were overwhelmed 

by too much irrelevant information, and were uncertain about which information 

strategies were appropriate. Below, I provide detailed descriptions of information 

seeking and learning and paradoxes mentioned above. 

4.1.1 Official and Unofficial Information 

Participants reported that they obtained official information from their 

companies’ WeChat public accounts whereas information in WeChat groups and 
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WeChat Moments was mostly unofficial. Information from WeChat accounts 

seemed to not directly address organizational newcomers or employees of the 

companies because they usually are set up to engage external publics of the 

companies. “They are very positive, and you can see sometimes they may 

exaggerate things, make things looks better than it is,” Renee explained. She saw 

a post describing a company event that looked very organized; however, as an 

insider, she saw how messy it was and how her coworkers organized it by 

observing conversations in the company’s WeChat groups. It seems that the 

participants mostly obtain official information on WeChat from messages and 

posts that are meant to delivered to external audience (e.g., potential customers 

and clients) through public accounts. WeChat public accounts provide features for 

organizing and inquiring messages and documents, and yet this feature is only 

used by organizations for PR and marketing purposes by the participants’ 

organizations. Not many participants mentioned that they obtained official 

information provided by their organizations only to their employees from WeChat, 

except for documents and messages sent in work-related groups.  

For most of the participants, WeChat is regarded as a primary source of 

unofficial information, those related to their coworkers and their companies. The 

unofficial information acquired through WeChat helps newcomers gain tacit 

knowledge, that is, knowledge that cannot be delivered or taught in documents 

and is context specific, such as relationships among coworkers and procedures 

that are not documented or prescribed but are approved in organizations. “I know 

how my coworkers are like in their off times and what they do at work,” said 

Stella, a multimedia content editor. Kevin, a lawyer, explained that in WeChat 

work groups, he could learn lots of useful information about the firm. “(I got 
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information) like who is doing which case, our plan every day, and who has a cute 

daughter,” said Kevin. His quote suggests that unofficial information newcomers 

can access on WeChat is not limited to work-related content. Employees also can 

get access to personal information from WeChat. Most of the participants reported 

that in their work-related WeChat groups, they sometimes see non-work-related 

content such as their coworkers’ birthdays, children, and pets. Some participants 

suggested that in their companies it was banned to post non-work-related 

messages because it distracted employees from organizational communication and 

might interrupt important conversations. Lake provided an example: 

Once we had a teacher solicit support from others to vote for her 

son in a competition. Then the supervisor jumped out and said 

please do not send anything not related to work. In a teacher 

meeting later, we set a rule that in work groups, it is not allowed to 

send non-work-related messages. (Excerpt 1) 

In addition to information regarding who the coworkers are, WeChat also 

provides opportunities for newcomers to learn relationship dynamics in their 

companies. Benson said, “I can see one of my team members have a really good 

relationship with our team leader because they interact a lot on WeChat 

Moments.” Benson explained how he made sense of the coworkers’ relationship 

quality from observing how they interacted on WeChat. Once he realized that his 

coworkers had a close relationship with his team leaders, he would sometimes ask 

that person about the leader. “I just pretended that I did not know that they interact 

a lot on WeChat and asked her questions like I was very curious and wanted to 

improve my work.” Benson worried that if the coworker knew he was following 

their interactions, the coworker might not be forthcoming about how to work in 
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the team. He said, “I don’t want others say, ‘hey, he’s so into gossips of the 

company.’ I just join the team. I must be careful.” 

Benson’s example suggests that newcomers can draw on persistence of 

past interactions among their coworkers to make sense of relationship dynamics in 

organizations. The visibility of such interactions, referring to the possibility for 

newcomers to get access to information on WeChat without leaving traces, helps 

newcomers to avoid negative consequences such as face threats and unfavorable 

evaluations.  

4.1.2 Direct and Indirect Information Seeking 

Two information-seeking strategies are identified in the data: direct 

information seeking through social interactions and indirect information seeking 

through observing and searching. As for information seeking, the participants 

reported that they engaged in direct information seeking by sending out inquiries 

to individual coworkers, in WeChat work groups, and on Moments. “It’s really 

convenient. When I am not in the office and on the way to court, I can ask senior 

lawyers questions using WeChat. Sometimes, I ask questions in work groups, then 

I will get answers from a few coworkers. It feels like putting our heads together (ji 

si guang yi 集思廣益),” Kevin said. Some of the participants also seek 

information by posting messages in WeChat Moments, but most of the 

participants mentioned that they would only post messages to seek for help from 

their professional contacts not belonging to their companies and their personal 

contacts. Lotus works in a TV program production team as an executive for legal 

issues. Having little knowledge of copyright laws, she frequently seeks for help 

from her coworkers. She explains how WeChat Moments help her in dealing with 

legal issues: 
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No one in my team has a law background so you can imagine how 

difficult it is for me to handle these copyright issues. There is only 

one coworker I know who used to deal with these issues and I 

actually took over her work so I would always ask her if I 

encountered problems. But she quit the job later and I had no one 

to turn to for these questions. So, I have to find other ways. My 

leader told me to find my own way to learn and deal with these 

issues. Then I posted on my WeChat Moments. I said, the all-

powerful Moments, is there anyone who is familiar with music 

copyright issues? Surprisingly, one of my friends knows a lawyer 

and she helped me connect with the lawyer. (Excerpt 2) 

The example from Lotus suggests that newcomers seek information and 

mobilize resources beyond their organizations on WeChat. Few other participants 

also mentioned that they tried to reach out to their non-work-related contacts to 

seek information. However, they also mentioned that they worried about 

information leaks because they realized that by asking questions to their whole 

networks, they were not sure who saw the messages. As they added more and 

more coworkers and professional contacts at work, they expressed concern that 

these newly added contacts would read existing posts and form an unfavorable 

impression that the newcomers were not competent. Tim said, “I want to create a 

professional image and I don’t want my clients see my posts and think we are not 

a good firm and need our newcomers to seek for help from our own personal 

networks.” Bailey, an English teacher shared a similar concern. She was asked by 

her supervisor not to ask work-related questions on WeChat Moments. “Because I 

haven’t had any experience studying overseas but I am teaching IELTS and 
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TOEFL, my supervisor suggested that I not to ask questions related to these tests 

on WeChat because my students would know that I have no overseas experience,” 

she said.  

In addition to direct information seeking, the participants also conducted 

information seeking without engaging in social interactions with their coworkers, 

or indirect information seeking. Organizational newcomers can rely on visibility 

and persistence of communication on WeChat to learn useful information during 

organizational socialization. The persistence of previous communication and posts 

is convenient for newcomers as they could make sense of the organization and 

coworkers without signaling their presence and sending inquiries. The interview 

data suggests that organizational newcomers seek information from WeChat 

groups using searching functions, similar to the extractive information-seeking 

strategy identified in the literature (e.g., Fox et al., 2013; Ramirez et al., 2002). 

They also found following or checking conversations in WeChat groups and 

reading their coworkers’ posts in Moments—processes that facilitate ambient 

awareness of their coworkers and companies—useful for their socialization. 

Miley, a financial consultant, reported that she would check out messages in work 

groups frequently. “Sometimes it’s just a habit. On my way to see my clients, 

during boring meetings, or even after I just wake up, I quickly take a look at 

messages in my work groups. There is financial news, updates of our products, 

and some achievements of our company,” Miley said. Gloria also found observing 

coworkers’ communication in WeChat groups helpful. “You don’t always get 

useful information, but it gives you a sense that everyone is there.” Gloria felt the 

presence of her coworkers in the WeChat groups, not by directly asking them 

questions, but by just observing them interacting in the groups. Similarly, 
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participants also found browsing posts in WeChat Moments to be beneficial for 

information seeking. The interview data suggests that newcomers do not usually 

search WeChat Moments posts. Instead, they conduct information searching when 

they believe that there might be useful information from their contacts’ posts. That 

is to say, newcomers recall possibly useful information from their contacts’ posts 

and then search for it. The way that they search for information is to go to the 

person’s WeChat Moments and locate the information but not to use the search 

function provided by WeChat. Paula explained why she did not use the search 

function to locate information from her coworker’s posts. “I don’t remember 

exactly the wording. That’s why I go to that person’s WeChat Moments and 

browse his posts until I can locate that information.” 

4.1.3 Engagement Paradox and Responses  

Despite the information benefits, the data suggests that organizational 

newcomers perceived paradoxes in information seeking, struggling with whether 

they should always keep an eye on information from WeChat, being overwhelmed 

by too much irrelevant information, and being uncertain about which information 

strategies were appropriate. I use the term engagement paradox to describe a 

feeling reported by the participants that they wanted to keep engaged in 

communication flows (not necessarily participating or showing presence but just 

observing) so that they could get most of the useful information, but at the same 

time it was impossible to achieve this engagement because of the presence of 

many other work needs that required newcomers’ attention. The feeling that 

WeChat enables flexible access to information, in forms of conversations in 

WeChat groups, posts in Moments, and messages from public accounts, results 

from the perception of the affordance of persistence and actual behaviors 
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leveraging the affordance. However, this flexibility may put organizational 

newcomers in a tricky situation in which they are not sure about when and how to 

get access to and follow the communication flows in manners that are favored by 

their managers and organizations. Not knowing the expectations may lead the 

newcomers constantly follow the communication flows, which may consume too 

much of their energy and attention at work for important tasks.  

4.1.3.1 Engagement Paradox 

As mentioned previously, receiving messages for events or work 

arrangements of their companies makes organizational newcomers feel connected 

to their organizations. For project groups, WeChat helped employees to keep up to 

date and engaged in discussions regardless of time and space. Despite the 

information benefits of using WeChat, the participants reported that they 

sometimes felt overwhelmed by too much irrelevant information and doubted the 

usefulness of some information from WeChat work groups. At least two technical 

features of WeChat are designed to enhance engagement. First, notifications of 

new messages from individuals and groups will appear on a smartphone screen, 

even if the screen is locked. However, when in too many groups, people can 

receive hundreds of notifications in a short period of time. Second, a group’s chat 

history is saved on the smartphones and users can backup chat histories to the 

server. People can choose to read or retrieve the information at any time. Those 

who are not engaged in a particular group discussion can check out the interaction 

history later when they have more time. The flexible access to information is 

helpful for indirect information seeking. However, to organizational newcomers, 

the interview data suggests that following conversations in work groups and 
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fishing for useful information is a cognitively taxing user experience because of 

the large volume of incoming messages and notifications. 

Alvin shared that although he found following conversations in WeChat 

work beneficial, he sometimes wanted to disengage from the work groups. He 

said, “I turned on notifications of new messages from my work groups but it’s too 

annoying to get a thousand messages a day, especially some of them are irrelevant 

to my work.” Many other participants also expressed being overwhelmed by too 

many notifications at work. “On the way to work I start getting many 

notifications. Sometimes even when I just get up, there are many messages there. 

It’s a distraction so I turn it off, but I still want to know what is happening there,” 

Rebecca said.  

The interview data suggests that almost all the participants turned off 

notifications for incoming messages from work groups, especially large, 

departmental, and company-level groups. Some of the participants chose to turn 

on notifications for new messages from small, project-based groups. “Because 

messages in these groups are mostly likely relevant to your work so you don’t 

want to miss it,” said Tim. Therefore, although participants wanted to avoid too 

many incoming message notifications, muting all the work groups leads some of 

the participants to the fear missing out on important information. Some of the 

participants said they had missed meeting notifications or new assignments 

because they did not always engage in the ongoing discussion in WeChat groups.  

In addition to technical features, organizational norms and social 

expectations also shaped the paradox of engagement. Although some of the 

participants opted out of interactions deemed counterproductive and irrelevant to 

their work, they were, at times, asked by their colleagues and superiors to keep an 
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eye on communication in these WeChat groups. Fiona muted her company 

WeChat groups. One day, one of her coworkers asked why she never said a thing 

in the company group. Then, her manager asked her to keep an eye on messages 

in the work group because the top leader sometimes would have important 

instructions (zhong yao zhi shi 重要指示) in the group and he did not use the 

mentioning function (by using this function, even if a user mutes the group, he/she 

will get a notification). Fiona said, 

I guess my manager asked me to keep an eye on the messages 

because he wanted me not to miss opportunities to show my 

presence in the group. Usually when the top leader said something, 

we small potatoes in the company would line up and send 

messages like “yes,” “got it,” “do it now,” and things like that. But 

it really has nothing to do with my work because usually it’s the 

managers that would take the order and we get orders from the 

manager about our tasks. So, I think I don’t need to follow the 

conversations in that group. However, my manager would expect 

me to keep an eye on it and also show my presence, but my 

presence is just like an emoji, thumbs up or a simple message “got 

it.” (Excerpt 3) 

Fiona’s case illustrates how the engagement paradox is shaped by 

organizational norms and expectations from coworkers. This shows a 

contradiction between the needs to maintain focus on tasks and seek for useful 

information and the expectations from coworkers and organizations to engaged in 

communication flows and to show presence and signal attention in these flows.  
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4.1.3.2 Responses to Engagement Paradox 

Participants developed several strategies to manage the engagement 

paradox. Some of them mentioned that they adopted avoidance strategies 

(Jarvenpaa & Lang, 2005), such as turning off message notifications. Other 

participants drew on the attending trigger function (Gibbs et al., 2013; Majchrzak 

et al., 2013) of WeChat to selectively participate in WeChat group discussions. 

Participants stated that only when they were mentioned in groups would they take 

a look at the discussion.  

Instead of totally avoiding messages, the participants also developed 

strategies that help them to access information without constantly following work 

group communication and WeChat Moments posts. One of the strategies 

participants mentioned is to adjust themselves to collective communication 

patterns in their companies’ work groups. Rebecca shared that she used to check 

new messages in the morning before she went to work.  

There are too many messages. At the beginning, I checked out the 

messages even when I was still in bed after I woke up. Because we 

have night shift staff, you could say that you will get new messages 

24/7. Then I realized that these messages I got in the morning have 

nothing to do with my work. When I had just started my job, I 

followed these morning messages very closely because I really 

didn’t want to miss anything, and I felt that it helped me 

understand the night shift staff because my work is in HR [human 

resources], so I need to know almost everyone. But later I got to 

know them well, so I felt that I didn’t actually have to read these 

new messages right away. So, I changed my habit, I don’t read 
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them in the morning at home. I just read them on the way to work, 

really quickly. Then when I arrive at the office, I meet these night 

shift staff and I may refer to something they have mentioned in the 

group, clients, problems, and so on. Just make them and my 

manager feel that I keep an eye on the messages in the work group. 

(Excerpt 4) 

The participants also relied on their coworkers to learn useful information 

from WeChat work groups and WeChat Moments. Sabrina said that she was in 

many work groups, so it was impossible to read every message from them. 

“Otherwise, you will spend your whole day reading them. It’s a waste of time,” 

she said. She then found that she could ask her coworkers if there was anything 

new and important in these groups. She muted large work groups that were 

usually set up for internal announcements or updates of achievements. The design 

of WeChat is such that if a group or an individual chat thread is muted, new 

message notifications will not show in the lock screen. Also, when there are new 

messages, a red dot will appear on the upper right corner and a number will 

appear in the preview area to indicate number of new messages in the threads. 

For Sabrina, when she saw the red dots, she just quickly opened the groups 

and skim the messages. She also relied on her colleagues to keep updated. 

Then I sometimes ask my colleagues what’s new in these groups 

during lunch or when we have coffee. We also have some small 

groups for close colleagues. We are already friends, so we talk 

about a lot of things in these groups. Sometimes, we talk about 

what has happened in these large groups. It was like, “Did you see 

that message about holiday arrangement in the large group?” If I 
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missed that message but I think it’s important, I would go back to 

see more details about that. Or my colleague will send me a screen 

picture of that message. Then I will know what happened. (Excerpt 

5) 

Some of the participants also said that their companies were aware of 

information overload in WeChat groups and set up rules of interactions and 

clearly communicated expectations of employees’ information access. For 

instance, Kevin said that his law firm asked every lawyer to share daily work 

reports and schedules for the next day in the WeChat work group. He explained 

that, because lawyers handled cases in different courts at the same time, but they 

could only visit one court in a work day, it would be time-consuming to just go to 

a court to deliver a document. Therefore, knowing each other’s daily schedule is 

helpful for the lawyers to plan their work days and ask for small favors such as 

delivering files. “I think this rule of information sharing is very helpful because I 

don’t have to go to a court for a small matter such as file delivery,” Kevin 

explained. He also mentioned that his supervisor played an important role in 

reinforcing this information-sharing rule in the law firm.  

When I joined the firm, I was told that it was required to send a 

daily summary and plan during work days in our WeChat work 

group. Our supervisor would remind us to send these messages in 

the afternoon. Sometimes, it’s getting late and someone has yet to 

send their updates, so he will mention that person in the group to 

remind him. Then you will get that person’s update. Maybe he’s 

new and still catching up. (Excerpt 6) 
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As mentioned, participants prefer to allocate their attention to important 

tasks rather than attending to a host of group discussions. In this situation, the 

participants adopted behaviors similar to surface acting (Hochschild, 1983; 

Grandey, 2003) in which they pretended engagement in messaging on WeChat but 

were not actually engaged. That is to say, they simply modified their behaviors to 

show their presence but actually did not mentally engage in the communication.  

4.2 Identity Work Using WeChat 

After graduating from universities and starting to work as full-time 

employees, organizational newcomers experience a transitioning period known as 

organizational entry. Such life transition events usually involve identity work, in 

which people construct their identity through language and behaviors (Alvesson & 

Willmott, 2002; Ibarra, 1999). The interview data suggested that organizational 

newcomers sought information about identity expectations through indirect 

methods such as observation. The participants reported that they found observing 

how veteran employees talked about themselves on WeChat Moments very useful 

for their identity work. On WeChat, newcomers experimented with their 

provisional identities while considering time and audience of their identity work. 

Details of mundane everyday work life and achievements were the most 

frequently mentioned content for identity construction. In addition, the 

participants also engaged in identity work through forwarding and/or adding 

interpretations of content regarding their work or profession. Feedback from 

coworkers includes online (one-click responses such as “likes,” or comments to 

posts of newcomers) and offline interactions with newcomers that both provide 

them a sense of recognition but also results in a chilling effect through which 

newcomers have little flexibility in their identity work. This flexibility paradox 
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suggests a contradiction between the needs of experimenting with possible selves 

and following organizationally prescribed identities. From the interviews, 

participants indicated that their identity changed with their perception of WeChat, 

from a personal to a professional-personal tool of communication. Being able to 

manage tensions in such changes is framed as an important aspect of 

organizational socialization. 

4.2.1 Learning for Identity Work 

In the interviews, the participants were asked whether they had role 

models to follow in their companies. Almost all the participants mentioned that 

they had role models. Peer coworkers and direct supervisors were the two most 

frequently mentioned role models. Some participants also mentioned that they 

would choose to follow a role model in their industry or occupational 

communities. This is especially evident among the participants who are working 

in media, design, and PR industries. For instance, Stella identified Papi Jiang 

(Papi醬), a famous video blogger in China, as her role model in video production. 

Clearly, the participants follow outstanding figures in their industries because they 

provide inspiration for careers and professional development. As for surviving in 

their companies, the participants stated that choosing a role model within their 

companies was very important because it could help them to learn how their 

companies expected them to perform and more importantly, to talk about their 

work and performance.  

The interview data suggests that WeChat provides opportunities for 

organizational newcomers to observe their role models’ identity performance and 

their companies’ collective identity work. One of the most frequently mentioned 

method to learn identity performance is observation. On WeChat, a user can 
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access another user’s previous posts through albums from one’s profile page. The 

album aggregates photos and texts posted in the past. Some participants rely on 

this function to learn how their coworkers perform their identities. “Once I add 

my coworkers, I would always go through their posts in the past. It helps me to 

know about them and know how they talk about their work,” Renee said. Miley 

shared that she felt pride and ambition from some of their coworkers’ past posts. 

“It is understandable because financial consultants need to show their scope of 

knowledge and present their best selves in Moments,” Miley said.  

In addition to learning how to talk about their work, the participants also 

mentioned that their coworkers’ posts led them to useful resources to construct 

their identities. Nick reposted articles regarding financial markets and his 

company occasionally shared this kind of information to his coworkers. “It helps 

me to show my image as a professional financial consultant. I am too new to this, 

so my coworkers’ posts can direct me to useful and credible resources,” Nick said. 

When sharing articles, Nick would also add his comments on the articles. He said, 

“Sometimes I just copy and paste what my coworker said and sometimes I would 

add my own views.”  

In addition to observation and learning how to construct work identities by 

themselves, the participants also mentioned that their companies communicated 

expectations of work identity construction on WeChat. Bailey said that her 

supervisor suggested that she not to say that she was a newcomer or had no 

overseas study and work experience because she was teaching IELTS and TOEFL, 

tests of English language. Being new and having no overseas experience would 

undermine her expert image. Miley, a financial consultant in an insurance 

company, was asked to post product-related information to WeChat Moments. Her 
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company provided templates (pictures and texts) she could use and her supervisor 

would send the templates in work groups and the consultants would then post 

them to WeChat Moments.  

4.2.2 Working on Personae 

The interview data suggests that organizational newcomers experimented 

with their provisional identities on WeChat, most of which occurs in WeChat 

Moments. Using the participants’ words, they worked to create personae (ren she 

人設) through posts in WeChat Moments. Details of mundane everyday work life 

and achievements were the most frequently mentioned content for identity 

construction. In addition, the participants also engaged in identity work through 

forwarding and/or adding interpretations of content regarding their work or 

profession. Feedback from coworkers includes online (one-click responses such as 

“likes,” or comments to posts of newcomers) and offline interactions with 

newcomers that provide them a sense of recognition as well as results in a chilling 

effect through which newcomers have little flexibility in their identity work. 

The personae might not reflect their true selves. Timothy stated that, in 

WeChat Moments, he loved his work much more than he did in reality. Bailey 

reflected that she was more positive and extroverted in WeChat Moments posts 

than she was in real life. This finding is consistent with the notion of forming a 

provisional self during identity work (Ibarra, 1999). Considering that 

organizational newcomers are in a period of transition, projecting self-images that 

are not consistent with their true selves is understandable.  

On WeChat, newcomers experimented with their provisional identities 

with considerations of time and the audience of their identity work. The interview 

data suggests that newcomers’ leaders and professional identification influenced 
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the construction. As another example, Paula posted a picture showing that she 

worked until midnight in the office and said, “This is how our director and 

program executives work and why we are so excellent.” In such a post, Paula was 

appealing to what the communication professionals would believe were normal 

practices. By showing that she worked so late, she also received support from her 

coworkers and leaders in forms of likes and comments of the post. “But I really 

think it’s not a good idea to OT (work over time). I posted this because I want my 

coworkers and especially my supervisor to see how hardworking I am and maybe 

let us have less OT,” said Paula.  

As for time, some participants stated that they posted content because they 

wanted their coworkers and managers see it. Therefore, they would post content 

about their achievements sometimes after work when their coworkers would have 

time to check out their Moments. Posting things during work time would make 

their coworkers and managers believe that they engage in cyberloafing behaviors 

at work.  

At work, you don’t know whether it is appropriate to post 

something, even comment or like your coworkers’ posts because 

they may think that you are not doing your work and are being 

lazy. So, I would usually post after work. Sometimes if I see 

something interesting and I want to share that in Moments, I would 

save it first and post it after work. If I want to talk about my work, 

I also would choose to do that after work when my colleagues 

know that I’m already off because it’s my freedom to post, 

comment, and like anything. It’s like a diary that I keep every day. 

As a newcomer, it is better not to be that active. Later if I know 
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that many coworkers post things in Moments during working hours 

and it is regarded as appropriate, I may do that as well. But for 

now, I don’t want to be the first person to be judged as being lazy 

at work and spend too much time in Moments. As the saying goes, 

the outstanding usually bears the brunt of the attack. (qiang da chu 

tou niao 槍打出頭鳥). (Excerpt 7) 

As for audience, participants indicated that they tailored different versions 

of the same content to different audiences. For instance, Alicia “showed off” her 

first day at work by posting a picture of her badge and desk on Moments. She set 

the accessibility of the pictures so only her friends and parents could see it. In 

explaining why she had such setting, she said, “I just wanted my friends and 

parents to be happy for me, to show them that I am happy at work, but I don’t 

want my senior coworkers think that I want to show off.” She also added that by 

limiting access to posts that suggested her newness in the company, she also 

protected herself in case other coworkers or clients related her newness to 

incompetence.  

As for feedback to identity work, the participants mentioned that they 

received one-click responses such as “likes” and comments to posts from their 

peers and supervisors. “It’s like a recognition of your identity when you see your 

coworkers like your posts. When I post the late-night OT message, I would expect 

very much a ‘like’ or a thumbs up from my manager,” Paula said. In addition to 

online responses, offline interactions also provide newcomers a sense of 

recognition. Iris shared that her manager saw her Moments posts about some 

design insights and had a chat about them when he saw her in the lift. “I didn’t 

know he would see this because he didn’t like or comment on the posts. But he 
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mentioned them the next day when we bumped into each other. I was surprised 

but I was also glad that he saw that because it showed his recognition of my 

expertise,” Iris said.  

4.2.3 Flexibility Paradox and Responses 

The above findings suggest that WeChat, and mostly WeChat Moments, 

provides a space for identity work of organizational newcomers. The participants 

experimented with provisional identities on WeChat by posting messages that 

help them construct their new identities. The interview data suggests that 

organizational newcomers’ identity work on social media is seemingly shaped by 

some contradictory forces. Although organizational newcomers can technically 

choose whatever content they want and send posts at any time and any place, 

feedback from coworkers and supervisors and organizational norms contribute to 

a chilling effect through which newcomers have little flexibility in their identity 

work. I term this contradictory feeling a flexibility paradox. The affordance of 

editability of WeChat Moments allows users to construct and control their self-

images on Moments. However, the flexibility of content construction is 

constrained by the expectations of a relatively rigid identity image expressed by 

organizations or observed through organizational newcomers’ previous posts on 

Moments.  

4.2.3.1 Flexibility Paradox 

Flexibility paradox is associated with a contradiction between the needs of 

experimenting with possible selves and the necessity of following 

organizationally prescribed identities. Gary’s company promoted employee 

volunteering and his coworkers posted a lot of pictures and stories of participating 

volunteering activities in Moments. As a newcomer, he felt pressured to 
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participate in volunteering initiatives and post about his experience of doing that. 

“I’m not that into volunteering work but it seems that everyone is doing it and 

talking about it on WeChat. What can I do? Even though I have not participated, I 

would post something about volunteering to show to my coworkers that I care 

about it as well,” Gary said.  

Experimentation of identities should allow a certain level of flexibility. 

Although provisional identity is assumed to help people establish new identities, it 

does not mean that people always welcome the provisional identities, especially 

considering that such identities are enforced by coworkers or organizations. As 

veteran employees may share similar, stable work identity presentations on 

WeChat, newcomers have to perform as their coworkers even if they wish to 

deviate in their self-presentations and present different identities because the 

organizationally and socially accepted identity does not represent their authentic 

selves. This echo chamber effect (Leonardi et al., 2013) may lead them into a 

paradoxical situation in which they have to align their identity presentations with 

their coworkers’ and organizations’, which is not necessarily beneficial for their 

socialization (Cable, Gino, & Staats, 2013). Miley was concerned that her self-

presentation using the templates provided by her insurance company was too 

professional. “I am still exploring, and my friends and coworkers know that I am 

totally new to this. But these templates are too professional sometimes. Clearly, I 

should not know these financial terms,” Miley said. She thought that she did not 

look like authentic if she posted according to these templates, but she had to 

because other consultants did that to attract more clients and to show their 

expertise to existing clients.  
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The flexibility paradox means that organizational newcomers wish to have 

an online presence to their coworkers but at the same time wish to withdraw from 

the ongoing networked performance of “good colleague and coworker,” “good 

employee,” or “experts.” In this sense, the networked performance silences certain 

individualized performance of organizational newcomers. As a result, newcomers 

experience identity asymmetry (Meister, Jehn, & Thatcher, 2014). That is, they 

feel that the identity perceived by others is not favored and consistent with their 

true selves. If people cannot handle the asymmetry, they experience stress and 

burnout. A couple of participants mentioned that they did not like the images they 

project on Moments but for the sake of meeting the expectations of their 

supervisors and organizations, they had to do it. Although I did not measure how 

much pressure they experienced through projecting identities that could not be 

unified with their true identities, participants expressed that they were bothered by 

the influence of their coworkers and leaders in terms of what to post on Moments.  

4.2.3.2 Responses to Flexibility Paradox 

Various response strategies are identified in the interview data related to 

the flexibility paradox. They are self-censorship, limiting accessibility of identity 

presentation, and changing technological frames of WeChat. The first strategy, 

self-censorship, refers to a process in which organizational newcomers reflect on 

their identity presentations and compare them with the observed collective and 

prescribed organizational work identity and engage in deleting and hiding content 

that is deemed as deviant from the collective identity. Sabrina thought that her PR 

firm had a “tone” and when she looked at her past posts, she believed that the 

identity indicated from these posts might not be favored by her coworkers.  
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I looked at posts a year ago when I was a student and I felt 

embarrassed. It was too naïve and too cute, like these grimace 

photos. My firm has a professional tone and I feel that it might not 

be good if my coworkers and clients see these posts. So, I decided 

to hide them from my timeline. (Excerpt 8) 

Sabrina’s experience resonated with a few participants. In addition to self-

refection and hiding posts, some of the participants mentioned that they deleted 

posts that they thought were inappropriate. 

Another response to the flexibility paradox is limiting accessibility of 

identity presentation. WeChat Moments provide three accessibility options: full 

accessibility, only showing posts from the past six months, and only showing post 

from the past three days. Many participants choose to only show posts from the 

past six months because it helps them to only show posts after graduation. “These 

posts of my university life can be very crazy. I don’t want to delete it because it’s 

part of my memory and part of myself. But I know my coworkers may not like it, 

so I choose to only show posts from the past six months,” said Lily.  

From the interviews, participants also indicated that their perception of 

WeChat had changed. I categorize this also as a response to the flexibility 

paradox. To the participants, WeChat is changing from a personal to a 

professional-personal tool of communication since they started working as full-

time employees. They indicated that being able to manage such change and the 

associated identity work was as one of the most important aspects of 

organizational socialization. 

It is no longer a personal communication tool. Your work life is 

also there now. Your coworkers and managers all look at you on 
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WeChat. You need to be careful about what you say and post on 

WeChat because you don’t know if one day in the future your 

coworker may find your post from “a thousand years” ago and 

show it to others and say, “See this is how she was.” You don’t 

want that to happen …  Thinking about how to use WeChat wisely 

and professionally was an important part of my reflection during 

my first several months in this company.  (Excerpt 9) 

From these words, it is clear Stella talked about her technological frame 

(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) of WeChat, i.e., assumptions and expectations 

regarding the use of WeChat for work. Participants regarded figuring out and 

aligning their frames with those of the organizations as one aspect of successful 

organizational socialization. However, such alignment was not included in content 

posted on Moments but in newcomers’ discursive construction of WeChat. I 

include this aspect as part of the identity work because technological frames 

affected identity work on Moments.  

4.3 Workplace Relationship Development Using WeChat 

Organizational newcomers in my interviews believed that using WeChat 

helped them better know their coworkers, facilitated workplace relationship 

development, and increased connectivity among employees. As for impression 

formation, organizational newcomers develop metaknowledge of their coworkers 

through browsing their coworkers’ posts from WeChat Moments and interactions 

among coworkers. The participants reported that they better knew their 

coworkers, personally and professionally, from their WeChat Moments posts. 

They also made sense of relationships among their coworkers through observing 

interactions of their coworkers on WeChat. Being in WeChat groups enabled the 
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participants to have an ambient awareness of communication flows in their 

companies, which contributes to a sense of connectivity to their coworkers and 

companies. As for relationship development, WeChat work groups provide 

opportunities for newcomers to initiate relationships with their coworkers. The 

participants also indicated that connecting with their coworkers on WeChat was 

helpful for them to develop relationships with their coworkers through online and 

offline behaviors intended for strengthening their relationships. However, they 

were conscious of interaction norms with coworkers on WeChat to avoid 

negative, unexpected consequences. In the interviews, browsing earlier posts 

without leaving traces and liking but not overly commenting on coworkers’ posts 

were frequently mentioned rules for interactions. Despite the benefits, the 

interviews suggest that organizational newcomers perceived a visibility paradox 

in which they need to deal with unwanted disclosure of their personal life to 

coworkers and their professional life to friends, as well as a formality paradox in 

which they need to handle awkward informal, overly intimate conversations from 

their coworkers online and offline.  

4.3.1 Initiating, Maintaining, and Developing Relationships Using WeChat 

4.3.1.1 Connection Initiation 

As WeChat has become a necessary communication tool in organizations, 

connection initiation is made with little effort from organizational newcomers. As 

mentioned previously, organizational newcomers in China usually will be asked 

to establish connections with those who are most relevant to their work (e.g., HR 

managers, immediate supervisors, and coworkers) at the beginning of their work 

in their organizations. In this sense, WeChat connections is prescribed by their 

organizations. In addition, the participants mentioned they would add more of 
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their coworkers when they work for a couple of months in their companies. Iris 

said, “It begins with few of your coworkers and when you are involved in more 

projects, you basically will add everyone in your company.” Iris explained that 

when she was asked to join a new task team, her manager would add all the team 

members in a WeChat group, and they would add one another’s WeChat accounts 

after a quick introduction by the manager. Another way to initiate connections on 

WeChat is through company and departmental WeChat groups. As mentioned, 

newcomers will usually be added to their companies’ WeChat groups for internal 

communication. These groups are set up for announcements and departmental and 

organizational level communication. Usually, one’s WeChat account cannot be 

found if a person does not know his/her account name or cellphone number. This 

helps to protects privacy of WeChat users. Being added in these groups, however, 

opens up opportunities for newcomers’ coworkers to initiate connections with 

them on WeChat without knowing the newcomers’ cellphone numbers or WeChat 

account names. In other words, WeChat work groups enable latent ties 

connections and brings opportunities for people to make these latent ties to weak 

tie connections.  

4.3.1.2 Relationship Development and Maintenance 

The interview data suggests that in using WeChat, organizational 

newcomers engage in social learning in which they actively seek information 

about their coworkers and passively obtain social information through browsing 

WeChat group and Moments interactions, a process that facilitates newcomers’ 

ambient awareness of their coworkers. Many participants indicated that social 

learning helps them to form impressions and developed metaknowledge (i.e., who 

knows whom and who knows what). The participants reported that they knew 
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more about their coworkers, both personally and professionally, from their 

WeChat Moments posts. More importantly, the participants favored social 

learning using WeChat because, thanks to the visibility afforded by WeChat, they 

could learn about their coworkers without signaling their presence or engaging in 

interactions with their coworkers. As some of the participants stated, the most 

appropriate behavior after adding a coworker was to just “keep silent and learn” 

because they did not know whether it was appropriate to interact a lot with newly 

added coworkers. Lotus enjoyed browsing her coworkers’ posts, but she rarely 

interacted with her coworkers on these posts. She explained that, “I am new here, 

so I have no idea who likes whom or who hates whom and I don’t really want my 

coworkers to see how close I am with any one of my coworkers.” She also 

thought that commenting or constantly liking coworkers’ posts would signal 

interest to the coworkers. “Just like you don’t want your coworkers to see you 

overhearing their chat or pay too much attention to them, observing what they do 

at work, you don’t want to show how much attention you put to their online 

activities,” she explained.  

In terms of relationship maintenance, the interview data suggested that 

WeChat provided opportunities for low-cost, one-click communication cues that 

signal the newcomers’ attention to and care for their coworkers. Many participants 

mentioned that they would habitually browse and like their coworkers’ posts on 

WeChat Moments. “It’s just quick and sometimes I don’t even know the details,” 

Miley said. To the participants, liking posts on Moments did not necessarily mean 

favoring the content but simply indicated that they read the posts. Demonstrating 

presence to coworkers is important to the newcomers, some participants 

explained, because they wish to make favorable impressions to their coworkers. 
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But at the same time, they are very careful about online interactions with their 

coworkers because their behaviors could be visible and constantly available to 

others. “I just worried about misinterpretation,” said Julie. She said she believed 

that people might misattribute frequent online interactions to closeness, and it 

might negatively impact workplace relationships. Therefore, the lightweight 

interaction opportunities provided by WeChat could help the newcomers to deal 

with this concern while they interact with their coworkers.  

Participants in this thesis used WeChat for relationship initiation and 

maintenance, which is consistent with findings from previous studies. In addition, 

WeChat is also used to strengthen relationships. As previously mentioned, the 

participants regarded WeChat Moments as a space for maintaining relationships 

with their coworkers through lightweight interactions such as liking their posts. 

Too much interaction or deep interactions such as commenting a lot on the posts 

was regarded as inappropriate to the participants. Therefore, WeChat Moments 

might not be the best place for newcomers to develop relationships with their 

coworkers. However, the participants still find it useful for gathering information 

about their coworkers for relationship development. Similar to the aforementioned 

social learning, the participants engaged in activities through which they actively 

read or put themselves in an environment rich in their coworkers’ information. 

Social learning, however, is not sufficient for the newcomers to develop 

relationships with their coworkers. In other words, as WeChat facilitates 

relationship initiation and maintenance of existing relationships, some distinctive 

behaviors were identified in my data that can be regarded as helpful behaviors for 

relationship development or strengthening existing relationships. One of the most 

frequently mentioned behaviors is relying on information from WeChat and using 
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it in offline interactions. Olivia described a typical scenario.  

I saw that one of my coworkers went to Europe for Christmas. 

She posted a lot of pictures of her trip on Moments. Then one day 

I saw her in the lift on the way to the office and I initiated a 

conversation about her trip in Europe. I told her that I plan to go 

to Europe maybe in the Easter holiday and would like to hear 

about what she would suggest visiting. She talked a lot about her 

experience of booking hotels and train tickets. We kept talking 

until we reached our office. I did not talk to her very much at 

work because we were in different teams, but I feel that using 

WeChat I could understand more about her … Also, learning 

about her on WeChat, I could have some talking points (tan zi 談

資) when I meet her next time. (Excerpt 10) 

Olivia’s example illustrates a journey of information from WeChat 

Moments. Referring to content on Moments in offline, face-to-face 

communication signals care and attention and could potentially facilitate 

relationship development.  

4.3.2 Visibility Paradox and Reponses 

The above findings suggest that the wide functionality provided by 

WeChat enhances employees’ visibility to their coworkers and clients. However, 

the enhanced visibility enabled by WeChat may be problematic. I term this 

situation a visibility paradox to the organizational newcomers. The data suggests 

that the participants perceive the visibility paradox in connection initiation and 

interactions with existing contacts on WeChat.  
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4.3.2.1 Visibility Paradox 

On WeChat, one has to know another person’s WeChat username or 

cellphone number to add the person to his/her contact list. Being on one’s contact 

list means that the two persons can exchange private messages and possibly get 

access to each other’s Moments posts. One can set to limit the access to his/her 

Moments posts from people in the contact list. For example, people can choose to 

only make available content posted within the most recent three days or half a 

year or limit certain users’ access to the content. Almost all of the participants 

believe that WeChat should be used for communication with people they have met 

offline or contacted before using other communication channels such as emails or 

phone calls. However, they occasionally receive connection requests from 

strangers who can be coworkers they have no prior communication with before. 

This is made possible when an employee is added to a group where there are 

coworkers they have never met before, possibly people from other teams or 

offices in a different city. In this situation, a user can send connection requests to 

others without knowing their WeChat names or phone numbers. Some 

participants stated that they occasionally received connection requests from 

coworkers who were not well-acquainted or were strangers. 

In addition to dealing with unwanted disclosure of self-related information 

to newly connected coworkers, participants also perceived the paradox of 

visibility with their already connected coworkers. The paradox was especially 

related to considerations of what and when to share in Moments. As for what to 

share, some participants worried about social surveillance from their coworkers. 

Although they shared their personal life with coworkers on Moments, which they 

thought could improve their relationships with coworkers, the content might be 
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subject to unwanted interpretation from coworkers. Rebecca’s experience is 

illustrative: 

One day I posted a picture of me and one of my colleagues at 

lunch. We were in a very nice Korean restaurant so I wanted to 

share it with my friends. Although my colleague’s face was not 

shown in the picture, other colleagues identified him from the 

watch he was wearing in this picture. Then there was a rumor that I 

hang out very often with this colleague. (Excerpt 11) 

The presence of participants’ managers or superiors also limited their 

openness in self-disclosure. Many of the participants mentioned that they could 

not say whatever they wanted to say, especially negative aspects of their jobs, on 

Moments because they did not want to upset their managers. Even though they 

could control audience of the content on Moments, they did not want to take risks 

of sharing too many negative comments about their work. As Stella put it, “You 

will never know whether someone you know outside work is a friend of your 

coworker. Even if I block my coworkers on Moments, they may get access to my 

posts through someone I don’t block.” 

The last concern of visibility is about timing. Participants had to carefully 

think of when to post on Moments. Almost all of them believed that using 

Moments at work was inappropriate because it had nothing to do with work, 

except it was for work-related activities such as product promotion. Even it is 

used for a mental break at work, it can be misinterpreted as cyberslacking (Jessica 

Vitak, Crouse, & Larose, 2011). Therefore, they often were very discreet in using 

Moments at work. Activities on Moments also signal availability. Participants 

mentioned that their coworkers might judge if they were online or were using 
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WeChat from monitoring their activities on Moments. Thus, when posting 

something on Moments, they might consider if there were any unreplied messages 

from their coworkers. Thus, the visibility signaled by Moments activities 

facilitates panoptic presence (Yu et al., 2017), or surveillance among employees.   

4.3.2.2 Responses to Visibility Paradox 

I identified three strategies participants adopted to manage the visibility 

paradox: content control, audience separation, and channel switching. Participants 

actively controlled the content they posted on Moments. Most of them indicated 

that they posted less content about personal life when they connected with 

coworkers. Alternatively, they only posted content they perceived acceptable by 

all contacts they had on WeChat. They also utilized tag function of WeChat to 

group their contacts so that they could share content to a specific group of people 

on Moments. Alternatively, they conducted the audience separation by registering 

a new WeChat account. Lastly, few participants noted that they switched to other 

social media such as Instagram and Weibo. For instance, Stella maintained that 

she could freely express her negative feelings about work on Weibo because her 

coworkers never used it. Consequently, WeChat Moments becomes a place where 

organizational newcomers would only post content favored by their organizations 

and coworkers. Switching to other social media platforms does not mean turning 

off WeChat Moments. To the participants, they have to maintain an image on 

WeChat Moment to show their presence or “face time” to their coworkers, 

especially their superiors.  

4.3.3 Formality Paradox and Responses 

WeChat is not branded as a professional communication tool. The design 

of WeChat facilitates its use in users’ personal life (e.g., connecting and 
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communicating with friends using multiple modalities and paying bills). 

However, when WeChat has become a must-have communication tool in the 

workplace in China, social coordination on WeChat may compromise formality of 

interactions for work-related tasks. Informal communication was deemed 

appropriate among coworkers especially those who know well each other. 

However, some of the participants encountered awkward situations when they 

received work request messages that were very “intimate.” I term this situation a 

formality paradox. It describes a situation in which the organizaitonal newcomers 

feel that they could collaborate with their coworkers easily through multiple 

modalities enabled by WeChat and informal languages, but they feel a loss of 

formality needed in profrssional communicaiton genres and formats.  

4.3.3.1 Formality Paradox 

Participants acknowledged the benefits of using WeChat to socially 

coordinate for tasks. Indeed, WeChat is a mobile communication tool that could 

soften everyday logistics like other MIMs (Ling & Lai, 2016). MIM users can 

coordinate for tasks regardless of time and space. More importantly, MIM enables 

social coordination, meaning that users can use various modalities to interact with 

other users less formally. The formality of communication here is associated with 

the language and content format in MIM communication. For instance, scholars 

have argued that instant messaging facilitates “quick questions” in organizations 

(Licoppe et al., 2014), through which employees send simple information or 

knowledge requests quickly and in an informal way through short messages. 

However, the languages for the social coordination might seem too informal to the 

participants. The participants mentioned misuses of some communication genres 

on WeChat for work-related matters, which made them too close to their 
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coworkers. Miranda said, “One day, I got a message like ‘dear, can you help me, 

<3’. I was shocked because we would never talk like that at work.” Similarly, 

Timothy was bothered by his clients’ inappropriate use of WeChat. He believed 

that WeChat should not be used for formal communication such as pricing 

inquiries. However, his clients kept sending such inquiries using WeChat. The 

participants felt that they could not maintain an appropriate social distance with 

their coworkers on WeChat.  

In WeChat groups, participants sometimes felt uncertain about the level of 

formality they should maintain during the interaction. Kevin shared a failed 

attempt to socialize with his colleagues in the law firm’s WeChat group. 

I found a very funny joke about lawyers and shared it in our law 

firm’s group. Some of my colleagues replied like “haha” or “this is 

very funny,” but our executive asked why it was funny. He didn’t 

get the point. I felt awkward and rarely shared interesting stuff in 

the group later. (Excerpt 12) 

Nick’s example illustrates the social consequences of being informal in 

work groups. In addition to this, I found that employees or companies might also 

have to deal with performance-related consequences. As mentioned earlier, MIM 

groups support meme-based coordination, a process that “socializes the task of 

organizing activities” (Ling & Lai, 2016, p. 13) because people are constantly 

reminded of the events/activities when they receive notification from messaging 

groups. Participants perceived the benefits of meme-based coordination. 

However, they shared their concerns. Rebecca stated, 

We organized an event for our employees, but it was canceled. Our 

manager only sent a message to our WeChat group. You can 
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imagine this information was then delivered through word-of-

mouth. My concern was whether everyone would get accurate 

information. Sending a message, especially a notification of an 

important work arrangement, is not formal at all. It’s better to send 

an email to all employees and then send a reminder to employees 

in the WeChat group asking them to check that email. (Excerpt 13) 

The quote from Rebecca indicates that the formality paradox is associated 

with the meme-based nature of coordination using MIM. While organizational 

messages can be quickly distributed in WeChat groups and through word-of-

mouth among employees, the user-constructed meaning of WeChat as an informal 

communication tool can bring ambiguity to the communication of important, 

formal information as well as reduce perceptions of authoritativeness of messages. 

The paradox of formality was also indicated in choices of content formats 

for task-related communication. Participants reported that sending voice messages 

was time-saving and could help them to be more expressive in communication. 

However, Quinine believed that voice messages were only appropriate for 

informal communication. When her colleagues whom she did not familiar with 

sent some voice messages about work, she would always reply using texts 

because if voice messages, she had to rehearse what she was going to say. The 

formality of voice messages is also undermined as she believed that what was said 

could not be used as official records. Therefore, she would always repeat what 

was said in a summary in text format after voice message exchanges regarding 

some tasks with her colleagues. 
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4.3.3.2 Responses to Formality Paradox  

Participants managed the formality paradox using metacommunication and 

meaning construction through channel switching. In Paula’s case mentioned 

above, she found that metacommunication regarding how and where the messages 

should be delivered was helpful. She suggested designing templates for different 

types of messages so that employees can quickly navigate messages in work 

groups. Through repetitive use of the templates, employees can discern the 

importance and formality of the messages. Another strategy the participants 

adopted was to switch communication channels to maintain formality of 

communication actively. Some of them stated that they explicitly asked their 

communication partners to switch to another interaction modality such as having 

phone calls or arranging meetings in person. Some participants also mentioned 

switching to another platform, such as QQ, to maintain formality of interaction. 

QQ is similar to WeChat in terms of functionality. Users of QQ can also use 

various kinds of modalities for communication with their contacts. However, 

since QQ is now less frequently used comparing with WeChat, it is now deemed 

as a tool that could “save” the participants from using WeChat to interact with 

their coworkers. Renee shared that she tried to separate her coworkers and friends 

by using different applications. Even though she connects with her coworkers on 

WeChat, she asks them to find her on QQ to talk about work. “When you don’t 

reply messages on WeChat and are available on QQ, people gradually will find 

you on QQ”, said Renee.   
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This thesis explores affordances of social networking mobile application 

for three key processes in organizational socialization, namely, information 

seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship development. Findings from 

interviews with Chinese organizational newcomers regarding their experience of 

using WeChat, the most popular social networking mobile application in China, 

suggests that this communication technology provides a useful tool for obtaining 

official and unofficial information, conducting identity work, and developing 

relationships with their coworkers. Thanks to its distinctive affordances, WeChat 

provides communicative opportunities that are otherwise not available in other 

communication platforms or channels. While providing a tool that could benefit 

organizational socialization, mobile SNS applications such as WeChat could also 

be a problematic tool, as suggested by the paradoxical experience identified in this 

thesis that involves newcomers’ concern regarding engagement in information 

and communication flows, presentation of flexible identities, and blurred 

boundaries between professional and private life domains. Responding to the 

paradoxes, organizational newcomers reflect on their work experience, adjust 

their expectations, and make changes in their technological frames of mobile 

social technologies. This technologically occasioned learning turns out to be an 

unexpected outcome of responding to paradoxes of using WeChat during 

organizational entry and contributes to shaping newcomers’ perceptions of the 

same technology with different affordances.  

This thesis makes four major contributions. First, it extends organizational 

communication research by investigating the use of social media for 

organizational socialization. Even though organizations are now adopting social 
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technologies in instrumental as well as social processes, research remains scarce 

with regard to newcomers’ understanding of the technologies and their user 

experience. Exploring the three important processes enabled and constrained by 

the use of SNSs extends existing research and sheds lights on the impact of social 

technologies on organizational socialization. Meanwhile, employing the concepts 

of affordances and paradoxes, this thesis provides a theoretical framework to 

understand technology use in organizational communication.  

Second, this thesis extends CMC research to examine micro (newcomers’ 

individual perception and uses of communication technologies), meso 

(organizational and group norms), and macro (mobile communication culture) 

factors that influence perceived affordances of communication technologies and 

how these factors enable and constrain organizational and employee 

communication. The paradoxes illustrate how communication technologies could 

enable and constrain organizational newcomers’ behaviors and provides 

opportunities to understand how technology use shapes and is shaped by various 

individual, interpersonal, and organizational factors. It advances our 

understanding of social media affordances and how perceptions of affordances are 

shaped and changed.  

Third, this thesis provides insights into organizational communication and 

technology use in China. Although trade literature and the public press have 

documented technological innovation and the wide adoption of communication 

technologies in Chinese organizations, little scholarly attention has been paid to 

understand processes and outcomes of such changes. This thesis, through 

investigating organizational newcomers’ experience in Chinese organizations, 

provides theoretical and empirical insights into contemporary Chinese 
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organizations and their technology culture, especially those adopting WeChat as a 

primary tool for organizational communication.  

Fourth, this thesis provides practical implications to social media design 

and management. Findings suggest that social media designers need to improve 

user experience by considering how integrative design brings benefits, but also 

concerns to users, especially for those who use social media for both professional 

and personal purposes. For organizations, this thesis provides insights into 

millennials and their perceptions and uses of social technologies. Organizations 

need to consider concerns identified in this thesis to design effective orientation 

and training programs as well as improving mentoring processes to help today’s 

newcomers get through their transition into their new role and new jobs.  

In the following section, I discuss these contributions and implications in 

detail. Then, I will discuss limitations of this thesis and future research directions.  

5.1 Key Findings and Contributions 

5.1.1 Extending Organizational Socialization Research 

This study fills in gaps in organizational socialization research. It answers 

the calls for research on the role of communication technologies, especially SNSs, 

in organizational socialization (Fetherston, 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). It 

broadens our understanding of how SNS use plays a role in organizing processes. 

As SNSs offer distinctive opportunities for organizational newcomers to obtain 

information, interact with their colleagues, and present self-images, SNSs have 

huge potential for helping newcomers’ transition into new organizations and 

become an important aspect in organizational socialization. SNS use also involves 

contradictions between individual and collective needs and concerns, which 

results in paradoxes in user experience. Indeed, being trapped in paradoxical 
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situations is problematic; however, it also provides learning moments for 

organizational newcomers. By making sense of paradoxes in their user 

experience, newcomers begin to understand the technology culture of their new 

organizations.  

This thesis adds to the extant literature by emphasizing the significant role 

of social technologies in organizational socialization. Not only can social 

technologies bring distinctive opportunities for newcomers to access information, 

construct their identities, and develop workplace relationships, they also should be 

considered as an important component in organizational socialization. Therefore, 

we need to reconceptualize organizational socialization, taking into consideration 

the distinctive processes enabled and constrained by social technologies and 

technologically occasioned organizational socialization. In increasingly digitally 

connected working environments, newcomers need to learn about and adapt to 

norms of ICTs use in their organizations. The technologically occasioned learning 

suggests that organizational socialization research should focus not only on 

features of social media for effective socialization but also how social media use 

provides opportunities for newcomers to learn and adapt to their organizations. As 

newcomers adapt to ICT norms, they are likely influenced by their prior 

technological frames, which could lead them to the contradictions found in this 

thesis. Treem et al. (2015) found that employees’ existing technological frames 

regarding social media would influence how they make sense of a newly 

introduced ESNS and those who have lots of experience of using a similar social 

technology such as PSNS in other contexts draw on their existing understanding 

and assumptions when they use an ESNS. Similar to their findings, this thesis 

suggests that discrepancies in technological frames would result in paradoxical 
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user experience for newcomers. WeChat is mostly used to maintain relationships 

among strong ties (China Tech Insights, 2017; Cui, 2016). Holding this 

assumption may bring challenges to employees who are asked to use this tool for 

work because they may have to establish connections with strangers or less-

acquainted coworkers and maintain a boundary between their professional and 

private life. When almost all coworkers are using WeChat, employees experience 

a soft coercion (Ling & Lai, 2016) to use this app for work and are likely to be 

trapped in the paradoxes. The contradictions may push employees to reflect on 

their understanding of the technology and alter their technological frames. 

Moreover, this thesis extends Treem et al.’s (2015) work to explore how adding a 

new context (i.e., work context) of communication to the same PSNS would alter 

their understanding of the platform, rather than forming new assumptions of a 

new communication technology. Therefore, an implication of this thesis is that we 

should focus not only on changes in use when newcomers adopt social media for 

work-related purposes but also on how newcomers make sense of ICTs adopted 

by organizations and how organizational communication may play a role in 

facilitating or undermining the shift of technological frames. Social media 

platforms are not necessarily new to newcomers. What are new to newcomers 

may be the norms and expectations of social media use in their new organizations. 

If organizations are asking their employees to bring their own devices to work or 

adopting SNSs already used by the newcomers for work, the technology aspect of 

organizational socialization then should address how adding professional contexts 

to their user experience would influence individual understanding and adaptive 

use of their personal devices and PSNSs. As suggested in the findings, 

organizational communication could enhance frame shifts when managers 
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communicate about expectations of WeChat use (e.g., “We use WeChat groups to 

communicate about work mainly and exchange information about our work 

schedules the next day”).  

5.1.1.1 Information Seeking Using SNSs 

This thesis explores affordances of PSNS and their relations to information 

seeking during organizational entry. During the past 40 years of socialization 

research, information seeking has been a primary focus as it is an important 

process that helps newcomers to effectively become insiders of their 

organizations, as well as to understand their jobs, coworkers, and organizations 

(Morrison, 1994). However, there is a surprising paucity of research that explores 

uses of information and communication technologies (ICTs) for information 

seeking in organizational socialization, given that ICTs are now widely adopted in 

organizations (Fetherston, 2017).  

This study explores newcomers’ SNS use for organizational socialization 

in terms of information they obtain and seek, strategies for information seeking, 

and how social media provide beneficial as well as problematic information 

experiences to newcomers. It extends organizational socialization research by 

investigating the role of social-media-mediated information seeking in 

organizational socialization. Affordances of social media, such as persistence of 

information and visibility of content, enable a distinctive experience of 

information receiving and seeking for newcomers. This finding extends previous 

work on information seeking based on behaviors primarily in offline contexts 

(e.g., Morrison, 2002; Morrison, 1993) and show that SNSs increase visibility of 

coworker interactions and knowledge and provide new types of information that 

helps to increase newcomers’ metaknowledge of their organizations. In addition, 
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SNSs also provide ways of accessing information with low social costs. Through 

observing interactions among coworkers in WeChat groups and Moments, 

newcomers do not have to signal their presence to obtain information that helps 

them to understand their organizational culture and job tasks.  

This thesis also advances the literature by suggesting that while providing 

a tool that can benefit organizational socialization, SNSs such as WeChat can also 

be a problematic tool, as suggested by the paradoxical experience of participants 

in this study, particularly newcomers’ concerns regarding engagement in 

information and communication flows. The engagement paradox results from 

contradictions among individual, group-level, organizational-level, and 

technological factors. Responding to the paradoxes sometimes provided occasions 

for newcomers to reflect on their work experience, adjust their expectations, and 

make changes in their technological frames (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) and 

mobile social technology use patterns. The paradox identified in information 

seeking supports Flanagin and Waldeck’s (2004) proposition that newcomers 

need appropriate and sufficient information. Indeed, closely following group chats 

may increase the possibility of obtaining useful information. However, by 

following the chats and looking for useful information, newcomers may waste lots 

of time that could be used for their job tasks. Without proper guidance and 

communication about rules and expectations of using WeChat groups, newcomers 

are likely to be trapped in a paradoxical situation.  

This thesis also extends understanding of ambient awareness on social 

media (Leonardi, 2015; Levordashka & Utz, 2016). Whereas prior work suggests 

that following threads of chats or updates increases the sense of interpersonal 

intimacy (Levordashka & Utz, 2016), my findings suggest that it can also lead to 
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organizational identification and informational benefits. Sias and Duncan (2018) 

showed that following organizational social media public pages is associated with 

higher employee identification. This thesis adds to this line of research, 

suggesting that creating ambient awareness may enhance new employees’ 

organizational identification. As for information benefits, there is a mixed picture. 

On one hand, creating ambient awareness may enhance information utility of 

social media. On the other hand, newcomers may feel overwhelmed if they cannot 

obtain useful information. Newcomers first appreciate the ambient awareness but 

gradually put more emphasis on informational benefits from the stream of content. 

This is probably because newcomers have reached a certain level of 

organizational identification and when they become insiders, information from the 

streams may not be so useful to them. Then they start to question whether their 

engagement is helpful for their work. Future research can further explore the 

impact of ambient awareness at different stages of organizational socialization.  

5.1.1.2 Identity Work on SNSs 

This thesis also sheds light on identity work of organizational newcomers 

on SNSs. It adds to the growing body of research on how social media may enable 

or constrain identity work during transitional events (e.g., Chib, Malik, Aricat, & 

Kadir, 2014; Lingel, Naaman, & boyd, 2014). Different from other kinds of 

transitional experiences such as entering parenthood or migration, in which people 

usually can potentially exposure to lots of identity work from others, newcomers 

have to be included in a network so that they can observe and learn expectations 

of identity work. SNSs extend newcomers’ networks and may lead them to more 

opportunities to know and observe their role models. Social media also provide a 

space for feedback of identity experiment (Ibarra, 1999b). Prior research suggests 
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that socialization focused on authentic personal, rather than organizational, skill-

based identities would lead to better outcomes, such as employee retention (Cable 

et al., 2013). Social media may provide opportunities for newcomers to 

experiment with their personal identities in their organizations. In offline contexts, 

if the expression of self-identities is constrained by the instrumental nature of 

workplace interactions and relationships, social media could provide an online 

space for employees to express their authentic selves, given that social media 

afford editability of content. Newcomers receive “likes” from their coworkers 

about their identity work. Public social media also seem to provide discourse 

resources for identity work for newcomers. Through establishing associations 

with these resources, newcomers would feel empowered in their identity work.  

While SNSs could enable identity work, it may also constrain the process 

when organizational norms, the online presence of coworkers, and organizational 

socialization tactics (e.g., templates for self-promotion) contribute to chilling 

effects and result in rigidity in identity work. In this case, newcomers may 

experience identity asymmetry (Meister et al., 2014) in which they feel that their 

organizations expect them to construct identities not in line with what they would 

see themselves. Meister et al. (2014) proposed that, in such situations, when 

newcomers unwillingly engage in identity construction to meet expectations, they 

are likely to feel exhausted and feel that they are acting. The paradox identified in 

identity work on SNSs shows support for this proposition.  

5.1.1.3 Workplace Relationship Development on SNSs 

The third process that this thesis focuses on is workplace relationship 

development during organizational socialization using SNSs. It contributes to 

understanding of workplace relationship development in an increasingly digitally 
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mediated workplace. Although workplace relationships is a robust line of 

academic research, scholars have yet to uncover how the changing workplace, 

especially the increasingly digitally connected workplace, may influence 

workplace relationship development (Heaphy et al., 2018).  

This study also extends Gibson’s (2018) theoretical work on disruptive 

self-disclosure and workplace relationship by adding a context (i.e., SNS-

mediated communication for organizational socialization) in which employees 

may disclose information that is different from current expectations. Social media 

such as PSNSs provide a context that blurs professional and personal 

communication. For newcomers, PSNSs provide opportunities for giving 

disruptive self-disclosure to their coworkers, which may facilitate workplace 

relationship development. This thesis also suggests that disruptive self-disclosure 

may be intentional or unintentional. Newcomers intentionally disclose personal 

information (e.g., interests, hobbies, and pets) to coworkers on WeChat Moments 

and receive responses from coworkers online (e.g., likes and comments). 

Moreover, such intentional disruptive self-disclosure on PSNSs may also lead to 

more self-disclosure opportunities, most of which are offline, according to the 

findings of this thesis, when coworkers initiate conversations on WeChat posts 

with the newcomers in PSNSs contexts, disruptive self-disclosure is likely to 

occur when employees read coworkers’ posts that contain information not tailored 

for professional contacts. Some studies have documented similar expectation 

violations (e.g., Fox, Warber, & Makstaller, 2013; Huang & Wang, 2016). This 

thesis adds to these studies suggesting that, on PSNSs, disruptive self-disclosure 

may not be intentional and may involve a contradiction.  
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5.1.2 Affordances and Paradoxical Outcomes of SNS Use 

This thesis contributes to research on social media affordances with a 

more nuanced view on social media affordances should take into consideration of 

contexts of use, in addition to technical features and user agency. Organizational 

newcomers’ perceived affordances of WeChat during organizational socialization 

as a result of observation, self-reflection, account-giving from their organizations 

and coworkers, and organizational culture. Therefore, this study adds to recent 

discussion on social media affordances and supports that we should consider how 

social media affordances are shaped by technological features and specific social 

practices (Costa, 2018). Therefore, findings from social media use in Western 

contexts may not be applicable to understand those in Chinese contexts.  

This thesis provides insights into social media affordances in a Chinese 

context. As suggested in this thesis, social, organizational, and technology culture 

conditions the uses of WeChat by organizational newcomers, providing a set of 

logics that affect how newcomers construct meanings of WeChat, perceive 

affordances of WeChat, and contribute to paradoxical situations in processes of 

their organizational socialization. These logics are reproduced in the WeChat use. 

For instance, in organizational contexts, power relations play an important role in 

shaping enactment of social media affordances. Newcomers, in a relatively lower 

position in the power relations, often have little flexibility and autonomy in 

deciding whether or not to enact certain social media affordances. Culture also 

plays a role in creating paradoxes in organizational socialization using WeChat. 

For instance, the openness and visibility of communication and information, as a 

design logic of WeChat, could clash with an organizational culture where 

employees appreciate boundaries between personal and professional life.  
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That contexts of use play an important role in shaping social media 

affordances also suggests that we should avoid a technological deterministic view 

on technology use. When users blame that WeChat and similar social media 

technologies blur the boundary between work and life, it seems to suggest a logic 

that outcomes of technology use are determined by what is offered by the 

technology. However, this technological deterministic view could be refuted by 

the fact that there are diverse outcomes of technology use identified in this thesis. 

Newcomers from different organizations use the exact same social media, 

WeChat, and yet they could have significantly different experience. This thesis 

supports the notion that a technology should be defined in terms its relations to the 

social and organizational contexts in which it is adopted (Barley, 1986; Leonardi 

& Jackson, 2008). Technologies and culture are intertwined such that technology 

uses could reproduce and sustain cultural values and logics, and technologies 

could fuel practices with values and meanings clash with those from existing 

culture. Whether the new practices could change the culture, be it organizational 

or social, remains an open question and is worth further exploration in the future.  

5.1.3 Knowledge Worker and Technology Use in China 

This study provides insights into organizational communication and 

technology use of knowledge workers in China. Trade literature and the press 

have documented the technological innovation and the wide adoption of 

communication technologies in Chinese organizations, and yet little scholarly 

attention has been paid to understanding processes and outcomes of such changes. 

This thesis, through investigating organizational newcomers’ experience in 

Chinese organizations, provides insights into contemporary Chinese organizations 

and their technology culture. It shows an ongoing transformation of organizational 
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communication practices in China that is technologically grounded, meaning that 

organizations are relying increasingly on social technologies for their functioning 

(Leonardi & Jackson, 2008). This transformation is situated in a larger social 

context where mobile communication innovations have brought significant 

changes in people’s everyday life in China. In Chinese society, mobile 

communication is no longer enabled by limited types of modality such as texting 

and calling. Rather, mobile communication is now multimodal, which is 

facilitated by the recent but rapid development of smartphones and an integrated 

design of mobile instant messengers. WeChat, as the leading application that 

offers the integrated user experience, is widely used in people’s everyday life. 

Although WeChat is not designed for work-related purposes, it is the mostly used 

communication tool at work in China nowadays. Clearly, the changes in mobile 

communication and everyday life in China have been influencing how 

organizational communication is conducted, as suggested in thesis, not only in 

terms of facilitating social dynamics in organizations but also in changing 

information infrastructure of the organizations.  

Indeed, integrating WeChat in organizational communication and using 

WeChat to maintain professional networks would require very little cost 

organizationally and individually. However, further explanations are needed in 

terms of social and cultural conditions that make blending professional and 

personal communication so easily using WeChat. One thing to consider is 

business culture in China nowadays. Business practices in China is shaped by 

both the traditional values of work and the emerging capitalist work ideology. 

Traditional values of work in China features considerations of collective interests, 

favors stability and state-owned organizations, and emphasizes guanxi as an 
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important source for business practices. Since the beginning of economic reforms 

(gai ge kai fang 改革開放) in 1978, China is embracing an emerging work 

ideology that appreciates hard work and competency-based personnel selection, 

holds negative attitudes about leisure, and values materialism (Waters, Burnett, 

Lamm, & Lucas, 2009). These two seemingly contradictory work values are 

shaping contemporary Chinese business culture and have an impact on technology 

use for work. Communication technologies such as WeChat could provide a tool 

for organizations to create online collectives for employees to expand their guanxi 

network (Ou & Davison, 2015). Organizations would also welcome this 

technological innovation because they can use the tools to communicate with their 

employees more efficiently. However, the legacy such as favoring collective 

interests and stability may clash with the culture enabled by social technologies 

that favors individual expression and organizational fluidity (Chatterjee, Sarker, & 

Siponen, 2017). It in this clash that organizational newcomers encounter 

paradoxes when they use WeChat for work. The flexibility paradox, for instance, 

exemplifies an organization’s intention in creating a collective identity for 

employees and newcomers’ efforts in leveraging the editability affordance of 

social technologies to experiment and find their own identities. This thesis 

supports existing research on Chinese knowledge workers (Long, Buzzanell, & 

Kuang, 2016), suggesting that they are negotiating tensions brought by the 

contradictory work values. It also extends this line of research by showing that 

young people’s technology use at work provides opportunities to investigate the 

impact of these tensions. Further work is needed to examine logics embedded in 

young people’s experience of using social technologies and how these logics 

influence not only organizational communication but also how they construct their 
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understanding of meanings of work and work choices. In other words, we need to 

understand to what extent social technologies are transforming work practices and 

work ideology in China.  

Another factor that enables the increasing use of mobile technologies and 

social media at work could be mobile communication culture in Chinese society. 

The integrative design of WeChat makes it easy to maintain an open network for 

users. Prior research suggests that Chinese mobile phone users tend to maintain an 

open network which includes contacts from not only personal but also 

professional life (Yuan, 2012). This thesis research extends prior research on 

mobile communication in China to explore how WeChat, a mobile SNS tool that 

provides high integration of functions enable an constrain instrumental and social 

processes. Similar to Yuan (2012), I found that using WeChat, people maintained 

their open network and might have more chances to interact with their business 

contacts (e.g., “like” a client’s post and get connected to potential business 

partners in WeChat groups). However, perhaps because WeChat provides more 

interaction opportunities and is now being used for work-related purposes, users 

such as organizational newcomers face problems in their user experience. 

Previously, as described in Yuan (2012)’s research, people maintain an open 

network using mobile phones and their social universe is presented in their 

cellphone interface. Now, enabled by the high integration of functions, not only 

their social universe but also interactions in the universe involve users on one 

interface. People then have less control of their communication flows on the 

platform. Future research should further explore how people expand and maintain 

their open network using WeChat. 
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5.2 Practical Implications 

This thesis has at least three implications for practice. First, this thesis 

suggests that social media could provide a space for effective organizational 

socialization as they could provide a space rich in information and possibilities for 

identity work and employee relationship development. As public social media are 

increasingly used for work-related purposes nowadays, organizations need to 

consider how they can best utilize the platforms to facilitate organizational 

communication. Companies should consider using social media for engaging 

newcomers and increasing their identification with their companies through 

information giving and sense giving. As the findings from newcomers’ identity 

work suggest, newcomers draw on their companies’ posts on social media to 

construct their work-related identities. Therefore, organizations should provide 

resources for newcomers’ identity work. For example, they may develop online 

content recognizing newcomers’ presence, acknowledging newcomers’ 

accomplishments, and calling for their contributions to online content. As the 

paradoxes identified in this thesis suggest, organizations may not want to give a 

rigid prototype or role model for newcomers to follow online as they need to 

experiment their identities and find their own versions both in line with their 

organizations’ expectations and their needs of authenticity.  

Second, organizations and leaders should be mindful and need to know 

that technological structures of social media alone do not determine processes of 

organizational socialization. Human factors such as organizational culture and 

leader-member relationships may influence processes and outcomes of social 

media use for organizational socialization. Careful analysis of these factors may 

help organizations to effectively facilitate newcomers’ transition into their 
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organizations and address paradoxes experienced by the newcomers. 

Metacommunication may be helpful here as well. That is, organizations and 

leaders can create opportunities for newcomers to talk about their experience of 

using social media for work and communicate expectation of technology use and 

explain to newcomers about technology culture in the organizations. 

Organizations also need to consider how to communicate their expectations of 

technology use and provide discourses of the organizations, work, and jobs so that 

employees can engage in identity work that help them establish positive 

identification with the organizations and the job.  

Third, it is necessary for organizations to consider genres of 

communication on social media. Although this thesis does not focus on 

identifying genres of communication, several genres did emerge in my data and 

were deemed as useful and effective by the participants. For instance, 

organizations can develop a genre of work summary and work plan in WeChat 

group so that employees can share their work updates on a regular basis. Previous 

research suggests that genres help to structure communicative practices for work-

related purposes (Im, Yates, & Orlikowski, 2005; Orlikowski & Yates, 1995). 

With these socially accepted communicative actions, employees can work more 

efficiently and effectively. This thesis supports this notion as the participants 

mention that their teams or organizations agree on certain communicative actions 

in groups (e.g., sending daily schedules and class updates in teacher-parent 

groups) that can facilitate coordination. Genres may be particularly useful if 

organization use social media that are publicly available, such as WeChat. As 

WeChat is not designed exclusively for work and users may connect to people 

from many different aspects of life, being clear with genres accepted by 
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coworkers when using WeChat for work can help employees more effectively 

manage their attentions and time of engagement in WeChat work-related 

interactions. Thus, managers can develop rules and actively communicate with 

employees about how to use WeChat for work, enacting work-related genres for 

WeChat interactions.  

5.3 Limitations 

A few limitations of this thesis should be noted. First, this thesis only 

draws on a small sample of Chinese organizational newcomers, which could limit 

the generalizability of the findings. With a large population of newcomers 

entering organizations every year in mainland China, my findings could account 

for the diverse technology experience newcomers have. Nevertheless, participants 

of this thesis are from various industries and different types of organizations (e.g., 

government, state-owned companies, and multinational companies), which 

enables me to gather a rich set of data to investigate how WeChat is used in 

various organizational settings. Also, as I conducted a qualitative investigation, 

my aim should not be providing generalizable data but instead rich data and 

findings that are transferrable to similar contexts and resonate with readers (Tracy, 

2010). While I am continuing studying WeChat for work in China, I have 

communicated with more and more newcomers. They expressed that my findings 

shared similarities with their experience, which suggests that the thesis research 

could achieve resonance across various contexts.  

Second, I have only conducted individual in-depth interviews with 

organizational newcomers, which means that my analysis is based largely on my 

participants’ accounts of their user experience. Indeed, participant observation or 

other ethnographic methods may help me better understand contexts and 
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processes of technology use. However, as I recruited participants from various 

organization and occupations and I did not focus on studying interactions among 

the participants, ethnographic data may not provide much more insights than those 

from the interviews. To continue my investigation on newcomers’ user 

experience, I plan to conduct longitudinal research using ethnographic methods 

that explores how newcomers use social media before and after joining their 

organizations.  

Third, this thesis only focuses on organizational newcomers who are 

knowledge workers. As knowledge workers may have very different work 

arrangements from other types of workers (e.g., service workers, Ticona, 2015), 

future research should extend to examine the work-related use of smartphone-

based social network applications in different organizational and occupational 

contexts.  

5.4 Future Directions 

For future research, I discuss four directions below. These directions are 

related to the three processes of organizational socialization I focus on in this 

thesis: information seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship 

development. The forth direction is related to organizational socialization and 

technology use in general.   

First, I would like to explore further how newcomers’ information 

experience (including information seeking, observation, and ambient awareness) 

on social media would affect organizational and employee outcomes. As 

suggested in findings from this thesis, information utility of social media not only 

could help newcomers to understand better about their organizations, coworkers, 

and jobs but also may enhance their identification with their organizations. Recent 
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research has started to show that information utility of social media could have a 

positive impact on employee online social capital and identification (e.g., Huang 

& Liu, 2017; Sias & Duncan, 2018). Future research can explore how different 

types of information and different ways of providing and receiving information 

affect organizational and employee outcomes. The relationship between 

information experience on social media and newcomers’ identification also awaits 

empirical testing. 

Second, regarding newcomers’ identity work on social media, I would like 

to investigate how organizations could encourage newcomers’ identity 

experimentation on social media while communicating their expectations that 

newcomers’ identity work should be in line with those of their organizations. It 

seems that the flexibility paradox is not only experienced by newcomers but also 

organizations. Additional research is needed to explore how organizations and 

newcomers interact to shape the identity work.  

Third, more work is needed to understand the impact of social media use 

on workplace relationships and may need to reconceptualize workplace 

relationship considering that employees nowadays are more digitally connected 

and the way they are connected are more diverse and are with more affordances. 

Scholars in various fields such as management (Heaphy et al., 2018), 

communication (Sias, Pedersen, Gallagher, & Kopaneva, 2012), and sociology 

(Rumens, 2017) are calling for more research on workplace relationship and have 

shown the changing nature of workplace relationships in increasingly digitally 

connected organizations. Therefore, it is necessary to first advance our theoretical 

instruments to describe and measure workplace relationships. In addition, more 

investigation is needed to understand how coworkers initiate and develop 
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workplace relationships using social media. Indeed, research on personal 

relationships have advanced our understanding and have provided tools to 

measure how people maintain relationships on social media (Ellison, Vitak, et al., 

2014). However, since workplace relationships could be significantly different 

from personal relationships, such measurement tool may not be able to fully 

capture the nature of workplace relationships thus the dynamics of coworker 

interactions on social media. Thus, future work can advance our theoretical and 

measurement tools for workplace relationship development, especially in the 

context of social media.  

Forth, a promising area for future research on organizational socialization 

and technology use is to explore how newcomers account for their experience of 

technology use. As organizations are increasingly adopting communication 

technologies for work, understanding how newcomers make sense of 

technological frames (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994), assumptions of technologies, of 

their organizations and coworkers would be theoretically and practically 

interesting and has potential to extend existing work that looks only at how 

employees make sense of newly introduced technologies in organizations (Treem, 

Dailey, Pierce, & Leonardi, 2015). Socialization literature has largely regarded 

technology as a source of information to help newcomers to reduce uncertainty 

(Fetherston, Cherney, & Bunton, 2018; Flanagin & Waldeck, 2004) and has yet to 

investigate how accounting for their user experience of using technologies could 

facilitate organizational socialization. I would like to investigate how 

organizational newcomers account for their social media use pattern changes 

during organizational entry, especially if they use public social media they have 

already been using before using them for work.  
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5.5 Conclusion 

This thesis explores how social media affordances are perceived and 

leveraged by newcomers for organizational socialization, especially for 

information seeking, identity work, and workplace relationship development. It 

also identifies paradoxes in these processes that suggest that technological 

features, organizational culture, power relations, and individual technological 

frames shape newcomers’ user experience. As social technologies are increasingly 

prevalent in organizations nowadays, understanding how they may enable and 

constrain organizational communication has become an important research area 

and has been on the industry’s agenda for workplace innovation. This thesis 

contributes to the research on the role of social technologies in the workplace, 

suggesting that social media could play a pivotal role in socializing newcomers 

and yet effectively leveraging social affordances for organizational socialization 

may be a complex process. Only implementing social media in organizations is 

not sufficient and may not bring positive organizational and employee outcomes. 

Organizations need to think of strategies that address possible contradictions in 

the processes to better manage social media use in the workplace and facilitate 

effective organizational socialization.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1. Interview Invitation Sample 
 

 

 
 
 

研究采访邀请：你的职场新人故事 

您好，我是香港浸会大学传播学博士候选人黄磊，现正在进行一

项关于职场新人及社交媒体使用的研究，诚挚邀请您和我聊聊职场新人

故事。 

该研究受到2017 年度中国田野调查基金·腾讯互联网人类学科研支

持计划资助，正在寻找符合以下条件的受访者： 

- 2017 年大学应届毕业生(专本硕博都可) 

- 从事全职工作，地点不限 

- 社交媒体使用者(至少使用微信工作） 

这是一项非盈利学术研究，我会在未来三个月期间与您进行2 次左

右的一对一深度访谈与问卷调查 (面对面或语音方式)。参与这项研究并

不会占用您的工作时间，访谈会安排在您的空闲时间进行。 

这项研究受到香港浸会大学传理学院学术道德委员会的监督，我

会对您的资料进行保密，且不会在任何场合以及出版物中透露您的个人

信息。 

如有兴趣了解更多内容，请与我联系。 
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Appendix 2. Informed Consent Statement (English version) 
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 

Newcomers’ Use of WeChat 
You are invited to participate in my dissertation research. The purpose of this study 
is to understand how newcomers use social media at work.  

INFORMATION 
In this study, you will participate an interview regarding your experience of using 
WeChat. During the interview, I might ask you to log into your WeChat and 
answer some questions. The interview will take about one hour. A second 
interview may be conducted one to three months after your first interview for 
follow-up questions.  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Data collected the interviews will be kept confidentially. No matter in which form 
of presentation, your personal particulars will not be disclosed.  

COMPENSATION 

At the completion of the interviews, you will have the opportunity to participate a 
lucky draw for one of five 100 CNY/HKD Starbucks coupons depending on your 
locations (odds of winning are approximately 1 to 6). If you withdraw for the 
study prior to its completion, you will not receive any compensation.  

CONTACT 

If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may 
contact the researcher, Lei Vincent Huang, at CVA808, Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Kowloon Tong, Kowloon and 852-51741114. If you feel you have not 
been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a 
participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you 
may contact the Committee on the Use of Human and Animal Subjects in 
Teaching and Research by email at hasc@hkbu.edu.hk or by mail to Graduate 
School, Hong Kong Baptist University, Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong. 

PARTICIPATION 

Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without 
penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time 
without penalty. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed 
your data will be returned to you or destroyed. 

CONSENT 

I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this 
form. I agree to participate in this study. 
 
Signature of the Subject ________________  Date _________________ 
 
Signature of the Investigator ____________  Date _________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:hasc@hkbu.edu.hk
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Appendix 3. Informed Consent Statement (Chinese version) 

職場新人社交媒體使用研究 

感謝您參與我的研究。該研究旨在了解職場新人對於社交媒體的使用情況。 

背景資料 

在本研究中，您將參加一次一對一的深度訪談。訪談內容主要針對您使用微
信的經歷。訪談期間，有可能會要求您登入您的微信，查看相關內容，并回
答問題。訪談大約會持續一個小時。如果有跟進問題，我可能會在第一次訪
談結束后的一到三個月內與您再進行一次訪談。 

私隱保障 

我會對該項目的數據進行嚴格保密，數據只會被作為研究用途。您的個人資
料不會出現於任何結果或者報告中。 

研究報酬 

在您完成訪談後，將會參加一次抽獎，獎品為價值一百元人民幣或港幣（根
據您所在的地區而定），获奖概率大概为 1比 6。 

聯絡資料 

如有任何問題，您可通過以下方式與我聯繫，聯繫電話：852-51741114，電
郵：vincenthuanglei@gmail.com，地址：傳理視藝大樓 808，香港浸會大
學，禧福道 5號，九龍塘，香港。如果對您作為研究對象，對該研究有任何
顧慮或投訴，您可以聯絡香港浸會大學大學研究道德委員會，電郵地址：
hasc@hkbu.edu.hk，通訊地址是：研究院，香港浸會大學，九龍塘，香港。 

參與條款 

您的參與完全是自願的。您可根據此同意書對項目的解釋，決定是否參與該
項目。您可以拒絕參與本項目。若您已選擇參與此研究，您也可隨時退出，
並且沒有任何損失。如果您在數據收集結束前決定退出研究，關於您的訪談
內容的錄音會被刪除。 
 
我已閱讀以上內容並且同意參與該研究項目。  
 
受訪者簽名： ____________________        日期： ____________________   
研究人員簽名：____________________     日期： ____________________  
 

mailto:vincenthuanglei@gmail.com
mailto:hasc@hkbu.edu.hk
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Appendix 4. Interview Protocol 
 
1. General Questions about WeChat Use 

• What do you usually do with WeChat at work? 
• Could you describe a typical day of using WeChat for work? 
• How do you learn to use WeChat for work as a newcomer? 
• Form whom you have learned how to use WeChat for work? 
• What WeChat work-related groups do you have?  
• How much do you rely on WeChat for work? 
• Would you say WeChat is important for your work? Why? Examples? 
• How many WeChat groups do you have for work? What are these groups? 
• Whom or which group do you usually interact with on WeChat at work? 
• What are the groups? Which one would you say is the most active? 

 
2. Processes in Organizational Socialization 
2.1 Information seeking 

• What information did you find from WeChat that may benefit your work? 
Could you give me some examples? 

• What information did you find from WeChat that may help you learn more 
about your company, your coworkers, and your job? Could you give me 
some examples? 

• How and where do you look for the information? 
• What information does your company provide on WeChat? 
• How do you get notification from incoming messages? 
• Do you read every message in group discussion? 
• Is there any information you are afraid of missing out? Is there any 

information you think is ok to dismiss? 
• How do you keep track of the discussions from groups at work? 
• Will you always respond when you are mentioned in a group? Why? 
• Is there any group of your coworkers that you consider informal, irrelevant 

to work? What do you usually discuss in these groups? 
• Have you ever considered quitting some groups? Why? 
• How would you describe utilities of WeChat in terms of providing useful 

information to your work? 
• What are the concerns do you have when using WeChat to get information 

about work? 
 
2.2 Identity work 

• What do you usually post in your Moments? 
• Would you say your connection with coworker influence what you post on 

WeChat? 
• Have you ever posted something that you want your coworkers/managers 

to have a look? Could you give me some examples? 
• Have you reposted something from your company’s WeChat public 

account and your coworkers’ posts? 
• Do you block anyone from your moment? Why? Does your coworker ever 

find it? 
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• Do you post any content that you choose not to share with your 
coworkers? 

• Would you say that the content from your coworkers’ moment help you to 
know them better? 

• What do your coworkers usually post on Moments? 
• How would you describe your self-image on WeChat and Moments? 
• What images would you like to present to your coworkers on Moments? 
• How does the use of Moments change after you start your job? 
• What are the differences in self-images before and after you start your job? 
• How do your company, coworker, and managers say about your 

Moments?  
• Using WeChat helps people to present an ideal image to their coworkers. 

Would you agree on this? 
  

2.3 Workplace relationships 
• On what occasions will you receive connection requests from your 

coworkers? 
• Could you describe how you usually interact with your coworkers on 

Moments? 
• What do you do on WeChat to make your coworkers know more about 

you? 
• As a newcomer, how do you find using WeChat for work helpful for you 

to get to know your coworkers?  
• What do you do on WeChat to develop relationships with your coworkers 

and managers? 
• Do you discuss content from your coworkers’ moment with others? 
• Do your coworkers discuss what you post on Moments with you? 
• How does WeChat use benefit your workplace relationships? 

 
3. General Questions about Advantages and Problems of WeChat Use 

• What are the advantages of using WeChat for work? 
• How do you think using WeChat can benefit you, as a newcomer in your 

company? 
• Is there anything you don’t like about using WeChat for work? Could you 

describe a situation when you find using WeChat for work annoying? 
• What are the annoying behaviors when using WeChat?  
• Are there any occasions that you receive a message from your coworker, 

but you choose not to reply immediately? How would you respond after a 
while? 

• What would you say is a good manner of using WeChat for work? 
• Does your company talk about how to use WeChat for work to 

newcomers? 
• How does your company help you to adapt to the use of WeChat for work? 
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Appendix 5. Chinese Version of Block Quotes 
 
Excerpt 1 
Once we had a teacher solicited support from others to vote for her son in a 
competition. Then the supervisor jumped out and said please do not send anything 
not related to work. In a teacher meeting later, we set a rule that in work groups, it 
is not allowed to send non-work-related messages.  
 
有一次，我們有個老師在微信群裡給她兒子拉（比賽）選票。然後我們主管
就跳出來說，請不要在工作群發跟工作無關的內容。後來，我們有一次開
會，就設立了一條規定說，在微信工作群里不允許發與工作無關的內容。 
 
Excerpt 2 
No one in my team has law background so you can imagine how difficult it is for 
me to handle these copyright issues. There is only one coworker I know who used 
to deal with these issues and I actually took over her work, so I would always ask 
her if I encounter problems. But she quit the job later and I have no one to turn to 
for these questions. So, I have to find other ways. My leader told me to find my 
own way to learn and deal with these issues. Then I posted on my WeChat 
Moments. I said, the can-do-it-all Moments (wan neng de peng you quan 萬能的
朋友圈), is there anyone who is familiar with music copyright issues? 
Surprisingly, one of my friends knows a lawyer and she helped me to connect the 
lawyer.  
 
我們組里沒有人有法律專業背景，所以你可以想象處理這些版權問題是挺難
的。以前我有個同事是處理這些版權問題的，我實際上是接手了她的工作。
所以，我一有問題就會問她。但是後來她辭職了，我就沒人能找了。就得想
其他辦法。我老闆跟我說我可以自己想想辦法，學學這方面的知識。後來，
我就在朋友圈上發說，“萬能的朋友圈，有人熟悉音樂版權問題嗎？”結果還
真的有個朋友認識一個律師（熟悉這方面的內容），她幫我們牽線搭橋。 
 
Excerpt 3 
I guess my manager asked me to keep an eye on the messages because he wanted 
me not to miss opportunities to show my presence in the group. Usually when the 
top leader said something, we small potatoes in the company would line up and 
send messages like “yes”, “got it”, “do it now”, things like that. But it really has 
nothing to do to my work because usually it’s the managers that would take the 
order and we get orders from the manager about our tasks. So, I think I don’t need 
to follow the conversations in that group. However, my manager would expect me 
to keep an eye on it and also show my presence, but my presence is just like an 
emoji, thumbs up or a simple message “got it”.  
 
我猜我老闆讓我關注群裡的消息，是因為他不想讓我錯過尋找存在感的機
會。通常大老闆在群裡說了一些什麼之後，我們這些公司裡的無名小卒會排
隊回復說，“好的”，“收到的”，“現在就辦”，這樣的話。但是發這些東西對
工作沒什麼用，因為通常我們是聽直接老闆的指示，老闆聽大老闆的指示。
所以，我覺得我沒必要總是看群裡的消息。但是，我老闆就會說，讓我一直
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關注群裡的消息，找個存在感，但是我覺得我也就是發個表情或者簡單的回
復說收到了。 
 
Excerpt 4 
There are too many messages. At the beginning, I check out the messages even 
when I am still in bed after I wake up. Because we have night shift staff, so you 
could say that you will get new messages 24/7. Then I realize that these messages 
I got in the morning have nothing to me with my work. When I just started my 
job, I follow very closely to these morning messages because I really don’t want 
to miss anything, and I feel that it helps me to understand the night shift staff 
because my work is HR, I need to know almost everyone. But later I know them 
well, so I feel that I don't actually have to read these new messages right away. So, 
I changed my habit, I don’t read them in the morning at home. I just read them on 
the way to work, really quickly. Then when I arrive at the office, I meet these 
night shift staff and I may refer to something they have mentioned in the group, 
clients, problems, and so on. Just make them and my manager feel that I keep an 
eye on the messages in the work group.  
 
信息太多了。一開始，我還沒起床就會看群裡消息。因為我們有夜班同事，
所以你基本上可以說是時時刻刻看到群裡有新信息。後來，我意識到這些群
裡的信息跟我的工作也關係不大。當我剛剛開始工作的時候，我早晨會很仔
細的看群裡的消息，因為我不想錯過任何消息，我的工作是人力資源，我覺
得這些消息能幫我更好的了解夜班同事。但後來我對他們比較熟悉了，就覺
得沒必要立刻讀這些消息了。所以，我就改變了這個習慣，早晨在家的時候
就不會讀新的消息了。也就上班的路上很快的看看。到辦公室以後，我就和
夜班同事見面了，然後可能就提一下群裡的內容，客人啊，夜班遇到的問題
啊，什麼的。給他們一種感覺是我會關注群裡的消息就行了。 
 
Excerpt 5 
Then I sometimes asked my colleagues what’s new in these groups during lunch 
or when we have coffee. We also have some small groups for close colleagues. 
We are already friends, so we talk a lot of things in these groups. Sometimes, we 
talk about what happened in these large groups. It was like, “Did you see that 
message about holiday arrangement in the large group?” If I missed that message 
but I think it’s important, I would go back to see more details about that. Or my 
colleague will send me a screen picture of that message. Then I will know what 
happened.  
 
後來我就有時候吃飯或者喝咖啡的時候問問我同事群裡有什麼新消息。我們
幾個關係比較好的同事也有一些微信群。我們其實已經是朋友了，所以在那
些群裡會聊很多。有時候，我們會聊大群裡發生的事兒。比如，“你看到大
群裡的放假安排了嗎”。如果我錯過了（大群裡的）這個消息，但這個消息
又很重要，我就會去大群看看具體內容。或者，我同事會發大群聊天內容的
截圖給我，這樣我就知道發生什麼事了。 
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Excerpt 6 
When I joined the firm, I was told that it was required to send daily summary and 
plan during work days in our WeChat work group. Our supervisor would remind 
us to send these messages in the afternoon. Sometimes, it’s getting late and 
someone has yet to send their updates, he will mention that person in the group to 
remind him. Then you will get that person’s update. Maybe he’s new and still 
catching up. 
 
我剛加入律所的時候，就被要求每天在微信工作群里發每天的工作總結和第
二天的工作計劃。我們領導下午會提醒我們發。有時候挺晚了，如果有人還
沒發，他就會在微信群裡 at某個人提醒他發。然後你就知道那個人的總結
和計劃。他可能是新人，還在適應（這種微信使用方式）。 
 
Excerpt 7 
At work, you don’t know whether it is appropriate to post something, even 
comment or like your coworkers’ posts because they may think that you are not 
doing your work and is being lazy. So, I would usually post after work. 
Sometimes if I see something interesting and I want to share that in Moments, I 
would save it first and post it after work. If I want to talk about my work, I also 
would choose to do that after work when my colleagues know that I’m already off 
because it’s my freedom to post, comment, and like anything. It’s like a dairy that 
I keep every day. As a newcomer, it is better not to be that active. Later if I know 
that many coworkers would post things in Moments during working hours and it 
is regarded as appropriate, I may do that as well. But for now, I don’t want to be 
the first person to be judged as being lazy at work and spend too much at in 
Moment. As the saying goes, the outstanding usually bear the brunt of attack. 
(qiang da chu tou niao 槍打出頭鳥).  
 
你不知道工作的時候（在朋友圈）發東西是不是合適，甚至是給你的同事發
的朋友圈點讚或者評論。因為他們可能會覺得你沒在工作或者在偷懶。所
以，我通常都是下班才發朋友圈。有時候如果我想分享點什麼東西，我會先
保存下來，然後下班以後發。如果我想發跟我工作有關的東西，我也會下班
之後發，因為那時候我同事就知道我已經下班了，我發什麼、點讚什麼、或
者評論什麼都可以。（發朋友圈）就好像記日記。作為新人，還是別那麼
（在朋友圈上）那麼積極。後來，我發現很多我的同事會在工作的時候發朋
友圈，公司也覺得沒什麼，我就也可能會發。但是現在，我還是不想被別人
認為我工作偷懶，或者花了太多時間在朋友圈。槍打出頭鳥嘛。 
 
Excerpt 8 
I looked at posts a year ago when I was a student and I felt embarrassed. It was 
too naïve and too cute, like these grimace photos. My firm has a professional tone 
and I feel that it might not be good if my coworkers and clients see these posts. 
So, I decided to hide them from my timeline. 
 
我看到一條一年前還是學生的時候發的朋友圈，覺得好尷尬。（當時）太幼
稚、太裝可愛了，就好像那些鬼臉的照片。我們公司比較注重專業形象，我
覺得如果我同事看到我發的這些內容不太好，所以我就把它們隱藏了。 
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Excerpt 9 
It is no longer a personal communication tool. Your work life is also there now. 
Your coworkers and managers all look at you on WeChat. You need to be careful 
about what you say and post on WeChat because you don’t know if one day in the 
future your coworker may find your post “a thousand years” ago and show it to 
others and say, “See this is how she was”. You don’t want that to happen… 
Thinking about how to use WeChat wisely and professionally is an important part 
of my reflection during my first several months in this company.   
 
它（微信）再也不是一個私人的社交工具了。你的工作也在那，你的同事領
導都在微信上看著你。你得注意你在微信上說的東西，因為你不知道以後哪
一天你的同事會翻出來你“一千年”前發的東西，然後給別人看，還說，看她
以前那樣。你不知道會發生什麼。怎麼好好地用微信工作是我進公司這幾個
月在思考的很重要的東西。 
 
Excerpt 10 
I saw one of my coworkers went to Europe for Christmas. She posted a lot of 
picture of her trip on Moments. Then one day I saw her in the lift on the way to 
the office and I initiated a conversation about her trip in Europe. I told her that I 
plan to go to Europe maybe in the Easter holiday and would like to hear about 
what she would suggest visiting. She talked a lot about her experience of booking 
hotels and train tickets. We kept talking until we reached to our office. I did not 
talk to her very much at work because we were in different teams, but I feel that 
using WeChat I could understand more about her … Also, learning about her on 
WeChat, I could have some talking points (tan zi 談資) when I meet her next time.  
 
我看到我同事聖誕節去了歐洲。她在朋友圈發了很多旅行的照片。然後有一
天我在電梯里碰到她，我跟她聊天聊到她在歐洲的旅行。我跟她說我復活節
計劃去歐洲，她有沒有什麼推薦。然後她就跟我分享了很多旅行的事，訂什
麼酒店啊，火車票啊什麼額的。我們一直聊到辦公室。在工作的時候，我不
是很經常跟她說話，因為我們在不同 team，但我覺得通過微信我可以更好
的認識她……而且，通過看她的微信，我可以有一些談資，下次見到她可以
和她聊。 
 
Excerpt 11 
One day I posted a picture of me and one of my colleagues at lunch. We were in a 
very nice Korean restaurant so I wanted to share it with my friends. Although my 
colleague’s face was not shown in the picture, other colleagues identified him 
from the watch he’s wearing in this picture. Then there was a rumor that I hang 
out very often with this colleague.  
 
有一天我發了一張和同事一起吃飯的照片。我們在一個很漂亮的韓國餐廳，
所以我就想（拍下來）分享給我的朋友。雖然我沒拍我同事的臉，但是我同
事還是從他的衣服認出了他。後來，公司就有點八卦說我和這個同事走得
近，經常一起出去吃飯。 
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Excerpt 12 
I found a very funny joke about lawyers and shared it in our law firm’s group. 
Some of my colleagues replied like “haha” or “this is very funny,” but our 
executive asked why it was funny. He didn’t get the point. I felt awkward and 
rarely shared interesting stuff in the group later. 
 
我在網上看到一個很搞笑的跟律師有關的笑話，然後我就分享到我們律所的
微信群裡。有些同事覺得挺好笑就回復說，哈哈，或者很好笑。但是我們主
管說，這個哪裡好笑？他不懂。我覺得有點尷尬，然後後來就很少在群裡發
這種有趣的東西。 
 
Excerpt 13 
We organized an event for our employees, but it was canceled. Our manager only 
sent a message to our WeChat group. You can imagine this information was then 
delivered through word-of-mouth. My concern was whether everyone would get 
accurate information. Sending a message, especially a notification of an important 
arrangement of work, is not formal at all. It’s better to send an email to all 
employees and then send a reminder to employees in WeChat group asking them 
to check out that email.  
 
我們組織了一個員工活動，但是後來取消了。我們經理只是在微信群裡發了
一個信息（說活動取消）。你可以想象這條信息就會被口口相傳。我擔心是
不是每個人都會得到正確的信息。（在微信群）發一個信息一點也不正式，
尤其是這種比較重要的工作安排和通知。最好還是發一個 email給所有同
事，然後再在微信群里讓同事去看 email。 
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